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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COMPETING IDEAS IN CHINA’S ONLINE SPHERE: A CHALLENGE TO OFFICIAL ORTHODOXY

Unlike any other Chinese leader since the reform era, Xi Jinping has worked on forging a uniquely Chinese national narrative. The search for a unifying ideology, long submerged by the materialism and individualism unleashed during China’s reform era, has taken center stage under his rule. The terms “China Path” and “China Dream” were coined to suggest a strong nation capable of global leadership and of representing an alternative model of governance that sets China apart from market-led capitalism or liberal democracy.

The Xi administration relies on increased censorship and repression of dissent, but it also makes use of persuasive practices. Beijing communicates its vision through modern formats and channels and it has enlisted the support of domestic multipliers in Chinese social media. Yet all these efforts have so far not produced the envisioned result: a broad societal consensus on China’s future path. Pluralistic streams continue to exist despite the party state’s top leaders focusing their energies on establishing a rigid ideological canon to tighten their grip on power.

In an analysis of debates on Chinese public social media platforms and an accompanying online survey among urban Chinese netizens, we observed a remarkable plurality of opinions. Despite the dominating role of party-state propaganda, the researchers were able to identify competing ideological clusters in these online debates, a number of which present a challenge to the official orthodoxy.

Constructing the “China Path” as an alternative to “Western values”

The party center under Xi Jinping aims at creating a distinct Chinese ideological framework, the “China Path,” as an alternative to “Western” concepts. The party seems to view it as essential for its own survival to fill the perceived moral vacuum in a society which has been more inspired by consumption than by socialist campaigns ever since the reform and opening policy paved the way for China’s economic rise. The CCP also tries to use the current crises in Western liberal democracies to discredit “Western” concepts of political and economic order.

The building blocks of this unifying ideology can be summarized as follows:

- Only a one-party system can effectively turn China into a prosperous, highly developed nation.
- Old slogans leading back to the communist founding fathers or Confucian thought are redefined for new purposes. The fight against corruption, for instance, is sometimes framed as the new manifestation of class struggle.
- Leninist principles are upheld as a constituting element of political life in China.
- Ideology needs to constantly adapt to changes in the world, technological advancement is defined as an integral part of China’s future development.
- The CCP’s ideology selectively draws on foreign ideas, institutions and concepts, for example by combining centralized economic planning and elements of market economy.
- Terms like “freedom” and “democracy” are borrowed from “Western” value systems and then redefined. Democracy for instance is not equated with a multi-party system with free elections but used to describe a “consultative” process of decision making.

Modernizing a decades-old propaganda apparatus

The CCP under Xi Jinping has moved away from the stiff and dull language of Sino-Marxism that characterized party communication for so long. Its propaganda experts have adopted a more accessible style to achieve the “massification of ideology”:

Pluralistic ideas continue to exist despite the top leaders’ focus on establishing a rigid ideological canon
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- The CCP has developed a repertoire for digital communication, such as stylish cartoons and video clips to target the younger generation.
- Central party and state institutions, state-run media and individual cadres have become active social media users. China’s messaging service WeChat features more than 100,000 official accounts, while the microblogging platform Sina Weibo has 180,000 profiles for state agencies and their representatives.
- For the first time, content production has been partially outsourced to non-party actors such as private PR companies with the aim of achieving more professional results.

The CCP does not only rely on the power of persuasion. It has taken drastic measures to suppress ideas it considers hostile. It also occasionally exploits nationalistic sentiment triggered by single events to systematically discredit foreign actors. Party and state institutions increasingly interfere in people’s lives. The pressure on academics, journalists, and lawyers in particular has increased.

Diversity of ideas in online spaces challenges the CCP

The CCP is walking a tightrope, as this study shows. Harsh repression will fail to win over people’s hearts and minds and carries the risk of backfiring. At the same time, the rather vague ideological canon, even if presented in modern formats, does not resonate with many citizens and seems too far removed from their everyday lives.

The CCP’s attempts to build a unifying ideology are challenged by highly fragmented public opinion in China’s online space. These debates rarely reach a mass audience, and thus do not represent an immediate threat to party rule. It is, however, notable that most participants belong to the urban middle class, whose support is crucial for maintaining the stability of CCP rule.

This study set out to find out more about the ideological clusters populating China’s open and private online platforms: we conducted an online survey in the summer of 2016 among more than 1,550 participants, most of them urban internet users from across China. The survey was complemented with research on online communities as well as interviews with experts and opinion leaders in China.

Taking into account distortions caused by censorship and manipulation of online information, this analysis can only provide an approximation of the ideological spectrum in China’s online space. Nevertheless, the study allows for a conclusion to be drawn: public opinion among China’s educated urban netizens is far more diverse than the official propaganda of a “China Dream” shared by everyone would suggest. A similar study would nowadays no longer be feasible due to the Xi administration tightening its control over public opinion.

Identifying ideological clusters: from “US Lovers” to “Party Warriors”

In this study, we identify eleven ideological clusters and label them according to their most characteristic properties. These groupings display varying degrees of conformity with or opposition to the official party-state ideology (see figure 1.1), for example:

- “Party Warriors” are most closely aligned with the CCP, and regularly support official views in social media discussions.
- “China Advocates,” “Traditionalists,” “Industrialists,” and “Flag Wavers” represent different strains of nationalism. They support the “China Path” but not necessarily the policies of the CCP.
- “Market Lovers” fight with “Mao Lovers” and “Equality Advocates” over the best economic model for China. “Market Lovers” are increasingly in opposition to the party-state as the party moves towards tighter control of the market.
- “Democratizers,” “Humanists” and “US Lovers” are the furthest removed from the party state ideologically. They defend freedom of expression and universal values as prerequisites for human dignity and democratic rule.
Conflicting ideologies put China’s political stability at risk
Mapping China’s societal ideological clusters

Source: Adapted from Pan/Xu 2016 and Veg 2014. Relative placement of clusters based on interviews with intellectuals; number of figures as approximation to visibility of clusters based on interviews, survey and literature.
Online debates: ubiquitous party voices meet with resistance

The degree of influence of the ideological clusters on online debates differs considerably, as is evident in the media analysis of four political debates that unfolded online in 2015 and 2016. Data was crawled from Sina Weibo and from five other forums (Tianya, Maoyan, Tiexue, Guancha and Gongshiwang), using pre-defined keywords relevant to the respective debates. A total of 320 posts were then chosen for in-depth analysis and were coded according to their authors’ ideological leaning, and their views on the CCP, China and the “West.”

The following case studies represent debates on foreign, economic, media and education policy:

1. Foreign policy: Boycotting KFC – Rational patriotism versus hot-blooded nationalism (July 2016)
3. Media policy: Defending China against pluralism – Party-state control versus professional journalism (February 2016)
4. Education policy: A ban on “Western values”? – Ideological control over the education system (January 2015)

The analysis shows that the party-state ideological line dominates most debates in quantitative terms. Besides official party-state actors, commentators belonging to the cluster of the “Party Warriors” help spread the party’s message across all online forums. Among the “Top 20” most influential posts per forum and case, posts supporting and amplifying the party state’s views made up more than a third. This share reached a peak of 56 percent in the debate on media loyalty towards the CCP.

Despite the dominance of party-state voices on social media and the bias caused by censorship, online debates on the above-mentioned topics involve a wide variety of arguments. The official party-state line comes under attack from different sides, and party-state voices do not succeed in dominating the discourse. However, this observation cannot prove the development of a unified opposition: disagreement within and between ideological clusters prevents a clear alignment against CCP ideology.

Nationalism and criticism of the “West”: a double-edged sword for the CCP

Since 2016, CCP propaganda strategists and party-state media have systematically exploited the crises of Western liberal democracies to make the Chinese system look more attractive in comparison. This strategy resonates with the Chinese public, as this study shows. In the online survey, 62 percent of respondents said that China should be more assertive internationally. On the other hand, around 75 percent supported the “spread of Western values.” This finding supports the conclusion that Chinese nationalism is not per se anti-Western and that the “West” is still perceived as attractive in Chinese society. The CCP’s strategy of denouncing so-called Western values has repeatedly backfired when netizens pointed out the lack of better Chinese alternatives.

The hardware for ideological dominance is set up – caution is necessary

The Chinese government has not (yet) succeeded in gaining broad-based societal acceptance, nor has it eliminated competing ideologies from the online public sphere. But the hardware for the ideological dominance of the party state has been set up. This study defines a series of events as indicators of a completed transition to centralized ideological control:

- Regulations demanding ideological conformity, including from non-party members
- Mass mobilization for public displays of loyalty, denunciations of “enemies”
- High-frequency, mandatory ideology study sessions for every citizen
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- Promoting a high-volume cult around the party leader and his wisdom
- Closure of online forums on political issues
- Curtailment of individual lifestyle choices, restrictions on traveling and studying abroad
- Drastically enhanced activity of party organs in private and foreign businesses
- Mergers of major privately-owned IT platform companies with party-state-controlled corporations

It seems that due to the diversity within the Chinese population and the CCP itself, a one-size-fits-all approach to ideology does not work. For China’s domestic evolution, it will be decisive whether it is the “China Path” or the “Western model” that eventually convinces the Chinese public, especially the younger generation. Systemic competition will also become a defining factor in global politics: many countries and regions have the opportunity to choose between Chinese and Western developmental models and methods.

For Western liberal democracies, a gradual build-up of Chinese nationalism may turn out to be very challenging on a global scale. Amidst shared impressions of a decline of the United States, a well communicated international campaign for the “China Path” has the potential to resonate in countries from Hungary and Poland to Ethiopia, Rwanda, Cambodia and even Thailand. The political and economic elites of these countries are actively looking for alternatives to traditional Western models. Only if leading liberal democracies manage to revitalize their political institutions as well as their economic and technological capabilities will they be able to credibly stand up for their values when faced with the powerful counter-narrative that China’s leadership is creating.
1. Introduction: ideas, ideologies and the “West” in official and online debates
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1.1 BUILDING PARTY-STATE IDEOLOGY AMID THE WEAKENING OF “WESTERN” SYSTEMS

An era of new ideological competition may have just begun. The rise of populist politicians in Europe and the United States has damaged the performance and credibility of liberal democracies and has called concepts of political and economic order in Western countries into question. Their principles and values, such as competitive elections, judicial independence and universal human rights, are in danger of losing their global appeal. The attractiveness of free markets and free trade has weakened as a growing number of countries have retreated to protectionist measures and have turned against multilateral trade regimes. Regional blocks like the European Union struggle with societal frustration over unequal wealth distribution, inflexible regulations and dysfunctional institutions.

For the Chinese leadership, as for other authoritarian governments, this has been good news. Chinese diplomats and official media have used the refugee crisis in Europe and the aftermath of the Brexit referendum as opportunities to systematically portray so-called “Western values” (西方价值观) as ineffective and decadent. Beijing has forged the weaknesses of institutions and politics in Europe and the United States into a fundamental, systematic critique of a constructed “West” (西方). According to this narrative, the “hostile forces” and “foreign infiltration,” which have long challenged China’s political and economic order, may finally be stopped. “We should resolutely resist erroneous influence from the ‘West’: ‘constitutional democracy,’ ‘separation of powers’ and ‘independence of the judiciary,’” China’s Chief Justice Zhou Qiang warned in an attack on “Western concepts” in January 2017.

There is a need for a deeper understanding of what lies behind such attacks on the “West.” In this study, we will argue that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) tries to exploit crises in liberal democracies because it secretly still fears that ideas and values from the EU and the United States have not lost the potential to undermine China’s political system. Parts of the Chinese party elite as well as intellectuals and entrepreneurs have long advocated for the adoption of certain political concepts of liberal democracies as the only way to curb corruption and solve pressing problems like environmental pollution or social inequality. Many cadres have migrated their families and wealth abroad to Western democracies. Growing numbers of emigrant millionaires and a massive flight of capital to Western industrial countries pose a threat to China’s political system and economic performance.

Halting the erosion of popular and cadre loyalty towards the CCP and avoiding the fate of the Soviet Union has been the most pressing task in the eyes of the Chinese leadership since the end of the Cold War. In an attempt to regain control over the elites, China’s current party and state leader Xi Jinping has resorted to a host of repressive disciplinary measures.

First, he launched an anti-corruption campaign of a scope and intensity not seen since the end of the Cultural Revolution. This disciplinary purge has sent shockwaves through the entire party apparatus. Xi has extended the campaign to the military, where he initiated a major overhaul of the chain of command and organizational structure.

Second, the CCP leadership has banned from public debate the political concepts of liberal democracies as well as universal values. The party-state has vigorously persecuted liberal public intellectuals. In addition, the Chinese leadership has increased repression against and control over journalists, lawyers, religious believers and the employees of non-governmental organizations (NGOs). With a new law enacted in January 2017, the activities of foreign NGOs, including business associations and research centers, have been declared as pertinent to national security. These organizations are forced to register and redefine their scope of activities under the supervision of the Ministry of Public Security.

The costs of this broad-based repressive approach – referred to as “costs for stability maintenance” (维稳费) by Chinese government bodies – however, have greatly increased over recent years.
Beside this, repression does not generate active support for the current leadership. To the contrary, the arbitrary demonstrations of power by law enforcement authorities met with resistance from within the party and triggered social protests.

Therefore, the CCP has recognized the need for a more constructive and integrative approach. One example is the so-called Social Credit System (社会信用体系) that is based on collecting online data from individuals and companies to track and influence not only economic honesty and credibility, but also social and potentially political behavior. The Social Credit System includes incentives for behavior defined by the CCP as “good” (rule-conforming) and disadvantages or outright sanctions for “bad” (rule-breaking) behavior.³

As a reference frame to define what is “good” or “bad,” the CCP has intensified its ambitions to forge a unifying ideology among party cadres and society to boost loyalty to and support for the regime. At its core is the quest to lay out a unique “China Path” for China’s future development. The current crises in Europe and the United States provide the CCP with enough ammunition to discredit “Western values” and to promote its own concepts as more effective and credible.

This study seeks to assess the success of the CCP’s endeavor to promote China’s political system as an alternative to “Western values” and concepts of governance. What is the role of the “West” in the party-state’s effort to create an encompassing ideology? How much is the framing of the “West” by the CCP in line with ideas and values within Chinese society? What are the prospects of a rise in anti-Western sentiment in the People’s Republic?

Based on Michael Freeden’s work, ideology can be defined as a political arrangement by which groups, organizations, governments or non-governmental activists attribute “decontested meanings” to a set of “mutually defining political concepts.” Ideology in this definition establishes political concepts, positions and prescriptions that are supposed to be beyond contestation in order to support the respective political actors’ status, interests or agenda.

Numerous studies have been published on the CCP’s ideology pushes as well as on societal political preferences and opinion groups.⁴ In this study, we take the analysis one step further by investigating the extent to which the party-state’s top-down ideological prescriptions are accepted in online debates or contested by diverging political positions, concepts and labels that can be identified and traced as durable ideological clusters in online debates.⁵

In addition to China’s ruling party’s quest to establish a unifying and unassailable official ideology (orthodoxy) to sustain its power and priorities, this study explores the importance of non-official ideological clusters (in a more colloquial term: non-official ideological currents) that are shaping online debates based on mutually shared or mutually ascribed political labels, concepts and preferences that serve to characterize durable and differentiable opinion groupings in China’s online ideological space.

To that end, we analyzed a wide range of CCP documents and speeches, conducted an online panel survey to assess the political preferences of 1,500 mostly urban Chinese netizens, and undertook quantitative and qualitative analysis of data from six different social media platforms in four policy fields.⁶

1.2 CHINA’S DIVERSE SOCIETAL DEBATES CHALLENGE THE CCP’S QUEST FOR A UNIFYING IDEOLOGY

The CCP faces two major challenges in creating a unifying ideology. First, Chinese society is becoming increasingly diverse. Living conditions, employment opportunities, communication patterns and identity choices differ greatly between rural and urban areas, but also between economically advanced coastal areas and impoverished regions in China’s west. The resulting highly diverse interests and identities have produced varied ideas on the preferred economic, societal and political order. Different preferences are expressed most vividly in online political debates on current events, policy decisions or political statements. These debates touch upon the key relationship between the CCP, the state and society, as well as on the balance between a planned or state-controlled economy and the dynamics of market forces. Within these debates, there is no clear-cut distinction between the party-state on the one hand and society on the other, as many party members may and do influence online debates in their private capacities. At the same time,
different ideological clusters within society also extend into party-state ranks, where different groups vie for influence, including by mobilizing outside constituencies.7

Political concepts are also contested among ideological traditions and protagonists within the CCP. One example is Xi Jinping's determination that the 30 years of the PRC before the beginning of "reform and opening" in 1979 must be seen as equally important to China's revival under CCP leadership as the 30 years that have followed. Xi thus needs to reconcile the socialism of the Mao era (1949-1976), which was characterized by a planned economy, relatively equal income distribution and recurring ideological mobilization, with the "reform and opening" legacy of Deng Xiaoping, who promoted a large degree of openness towards ideas and methods originating in the United States and Europe.

Such internal ideological tensions have brought the CCP to the brink of a split several times. In March 2006, a group of high-ranking CCP officials, senior economists and legal experts came together at a closed-door "Symposium on China's Macro-Economy and Reform Trends" held by the China Society of Economic Reform, which is subordinate to the State Council of the People's Republic of China. According to a leaked internal conference protocol, suggestions for political reform, especially freedom of the press and a multi-party system, were heatedly discussed. Later on, the legal scholar He Weifang, who proposed these ideas, was denounced as a Trojan party member who wanted to sabotage the organization. The rise (and fall) of the former party secretary of Chongqing, Bo Xilai, and related debates on the superiority of a socialist "Chongqing model" versus a more liberal "Guangdong model" for development is another well-known example. In July 2016, disagreements within the CCP were illustrated by the crackdown on the magazine Yanhuang Chunqiu (炎黄春秋), which had long been backed by liberal-minded party elders, and the closure of the online platform Consensus Net (共识网), on which liberal-leaning party cadres had offered a space for controversial policy discussions among academics.8

These examples illustrate the party center's dilemma in building a unifying ideology. On the one hand, a national ideology that is too exclusive and rigid risks alienating segments of the political elite and parts of society whose support the CCP considers critical, like liberal-minded entrepreneurs, nationalistic soldiers and nostalgic Mao fans among the employees of state-owned enterprises. On the other hand, if the envisaged unifying ideology is too vague, it might fail to mobilize support or at least secure the silent consent of a sufficiently large part of the population.

In an attempt to gloss over this dilemma, the CCP has appealed to nationalism.9 But it has come to recognize that nationalist sentiment as a dominant ideological force is a double-edged sword. Nationalism is a powerful mobilizing force that helps to build an imagined national community against perceived outsiders or enemies. It is also, however, a highly inflammable ideological notion that can easily turn against the leadership if the latter is perceived as not tough enough. In the 1990s and 2000s, the CCP leadership had a difficult time calming down nationalistic, xenophobic protests against the United States and Japan.10 The example of nationalism shows why it is necessary to analyze ideologies as resulting from an interplay between top-down, party-state driven, and bottom-up, societal dynamics.

1.3 ANALYZING THE INTERPLAY OFIDEOLOGICAL CLUSTERS IN ONLINE POLICY DEBATES

This MERICS Paper on China takes a multi-faceted methodological approach to analyzing this complex dynamic. First, drawing on CCP documents and speeches, it focuses on the rationale, the goals, the actors, the content and the production of the party-state’s ideology (chapter 2).

Second, the study presents a systematic profile of key ideological currents that can be traced in online debates. An online panel survey assessed the political preferences of 1500 mostly urban Chinese netizens as well as their attitudes towards a spectrum of competing ideological clusters. Additionally, we conducted in-depth interviews with Chinese public discussion leaders (chapter 3).

Third, the findings related to the party-state ideology as well as the ideological clusters within society are applied and tested by analyzing four policy debates in the fields of economy, foreign policy, media, and education using data crawled from six social media platforms (chapter 4).

Finally, this study sketches out key factors that will influence or define the possible trajectories
of China’s political future depending on the likelihood of totalitarian ideological control of Chinese society by the CCP and the likelihood of a rise of anti-Western nationalism within the People’s Republic of China (PRC) (chapter 5).

This study shows that the party center under Xi Jinping aims to produce an encompassing and rigid ideological canon as an alternative to “Western” concepts of order. However, within Chinese society, the “West” continues to be seen as attractive in many respects, and the pluralism of ideas and ideologies in Chinese society is much more advanced than the CCP leadership might be prepared to accept.
2. Party-state ideology under Xi Jinping: constructing the “China Path” as an alternative to “Western” values and models
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KEY FINDINGS

- Since Xi Jinping assumed the leadership of party and state, the CCP has intensified its quest to construct a comprehensive party-state ideology as a more permanent source of legitimacy than economic performance or nationalism.
- The goal is to secure long-term CCP rule by creating confidence in a “China Path” as an alternative to “Western” political and economic systems.
- Unlike previous administrations after 1978, the CCP under Xi has the ambition to win over almost all segments of Chinese society to gain widespread legitimacy and ensure regime security. It has started to use new channels, formats and language to mobilize China’s diverse society.
- Even though the party appears to be aware of the risk that excluding some opinions from public discourse could radicalize their representatives, it has opted to tighten control over what can and cannot be said in China.
- If Beijing further increases censorship and repressive measures, it risks reaching a tipping point at which large segments of society view their lifestyle choices as threatened. At this point, only a further increase in repressive measures could keep societal pushback at bay.

Since Xi Jinping came to power in 2012, the party has embarked on a coordinated effort – unprecedented in size and scale since 1978 – to limit the impact of “Western” ideas while simultaneously redoubling its efforts to create a unifying ideology. This set of ideas is intended to inspire confidence in China’s development model, or the “China Path” (中国道路), as official party publications call it, and ultimately turn it into a credible alternative to “Western” political and economic systems.

In December 2012, in one of his first major speeches, Xi Jinping warned that despite China’s economic success, the country should not forget the lessons of the fall of the Soviet Union. Besides corruption and military disloyalty, Xi identified a failure to maintain ideological unity as one of three major factors that brought down the Soviet Union. In August 2013, when Xi chaired the CCP’s annual work meeting on propaganda and ideology, he again called “ideology work” (意识形态工作) an “extremely important task” (极端重要的工作) that was vital to unite Chinese society in the face of unprecedented challenges. While to outside observers, ideas and ideology might seem less important than ensuring economic growth or containing growing inequality, the party seems to have concluded that a credible and comprehensive ideology is essential for its survival.

This chapter examines the CCP’s efforts at ideological reconstruction and explains the reasons and goals behind the current ideological push. It will show that the CCP leadership believes it needs normative power in the form of a comprehensive ideology shared by most Chinese people as a more permanent source of legitimacy than mere economic performance or raw emotional nationalism.

From the CCP’s perspective, there are many signs that confidence in the Chinese political and economic system, rather than national pride alone, is badly needed to prevent elite defection, popular dissatisfaction and, ultimately, regime collapse. After all, Western countries continue to have strong appeal for China’s richest and most influential citizens.

Even though expectations that the internet would lead to democratization in autocratic regimes have not been validated, the party is deeply concerned about the new com-
communication environment in the 21st century. New media has circumvented the party’s monopoly on information. Consequently, Xi Jinping himself talked about the “struggle for public opinion” (舆论斗争).12

Instead of solely battling “hostile” ideas that flow through the cracks in China’s censorship regime, the CCP wants to actively communicate its views, especially on current affairs. The overall aim is to increase the party’s “ideological security” (意识形态安全)13 by convincing the overwhelming majority of Chinese people that the CCP is the most credible interpreter of reality and eventually can offer a convincing alternative to guiding principles provided by Western countries such as liberal democracy or neoliberal economics.

2.1 THE RATIONALE: LEGITIMACY FOR THE CCP, NORMATIVE POWER FOR CHINA

The CCP’s ideological policy is motivated both by fear of regime collapse and by a sense that China as a rising great power needs normative influence commensurate with its status. It is linked to the CCP’s rethinking and broadening of its understanding of regime security as elaborated in Xi Jinping’s “overall national security outlook” (总体国家安全观).14 A Chinese alternative to “Western” systems that is widely accepted in China and abroad is seen as an important element in securing the CCP’s ruling position at home while garnering respect for its ideas and concepts to match its economic and increasing military strength. The two areas are linked, as the party hopes that ideological power abroad will also increase its legitimacy at home.

Some observers have branded the focus on ideology under Xi Jinping as a break with the pragmatism of the 1990s that characterized CCP policy under Xi’s predecessors Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao up until 2012. However, the renewed emphasis on ideology is not a complete turn-around in policy. Rather, it should be understood as a decisive move to act on issues that many in the party have long considered overdue to adapt to the challenges of the 21st century. Building on the groundwork laid under the Hu-Wen administration, the Xi administration has reasserted control over the CCP and has intensified ideological work since 2013.

From the perspective of the party leadership, two major factors are preventing ideological unity: The first is the plurality of ideas and ideologies caused by the party’s own reform and opening policy. As China continues its market reforms and the gap between rich and poor continues to grow, social stratification leads to the formation of different interest groups. The second is the fear of “ideological infiltration” (意识形态渗透) by supposedly “hostile forces” (敌对势力) to cause regime change through “peaceful evolution” (和平演变) in China, i.e. the attempt by foreign organizations or individuals to overthrow the CCP by spreading “Western values” and “Western” concepts of political order in China.15

This second narrative has dominated the CCP’s political discourse with varying degrees of intensity since the crackdown on the urban protest movement around Tiananmen Square in 1989. The threat of being undermined by dangerous ideas was emphasized again after the party witnessed the Color Revolutions in Central Asia, Ukraine, and Yugoslavia between 2000 and 2004. Subsequently, the CCP first admitted that a legitimacy crisis could cost the party its ruling position in a resolution issued in 2004. The Arab Spring of 2010 and 2011 rekindled fears of “ideological infiltration” and triggered another round of self-reflection that has contributed to the resurgence of ideology since 2012.16

While concerns about regime security are clearly the more urgent driving force, the vision of China returning to great power status not only in terms of hard economic and military but also ideological power plays an important role as well. In particular, the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009 was widely viewed within the CCP and among party-affiliated scholars as a window of opportunity to present the Chinese political and economic model as an alternative to “Western” concepts.
of order. The crisis revealed the weaknesses of financial deregulation and lack of oversight in the United States. Chinese scholars argued that China’s more careful reforms could prevent a similar development. This led to the first extensive round of discussions of the “China Model” (中国模式) in Chinese academic circles.17

The main goal of the CCP’s ideological policy on the home front has been to create confidence in the “Chinese system, Chinese theory, the Chinese path, and Chinese culture,” also known as the “Four Confidences” (四个自信).18 Together, these are presented as an alternative to the “Western” political and economic order as well as the idea of universal values.19 In order to achieve its goal, the party pursues a dual strategy of developing and promoting “Chinese” ideas and values while attacking and limiting the influence of supposedly dangerous “Western” ideas, such as freedom of the press and multi-party elections.20

While the current initiative and rhetoric show significant continuity with previous ideological work, the CCP leadership under Xi Jinping wants more direct control over what people think and believe and has acted more decisively. The party’s pursuit of “ideological security” means the previous administrations’ more minimalist approach of preventing dissent on only a few basic issues is no longer regarded as feasible. Instead, the CCP wants as many people as possible to actively support it and be on board with its vision of China’s future.

This has generated new formats that make it more likely that the Chinese population will accept the party’s perspective, but it has also necessitated a more aggressive approach, which carries the risk of backfiring if it is too restrictive or too intrusive in people’s lives. The following sub-chapters will analyze the basic set-up and examine the shifts and changes under Xi. They will introduce the actors involved in the creation of content, the party’s ideological repertoire, and the channels used to distribute the CCP’s ideology as well as to limit competing ideas.

2.2 THE ACTORS: IDEOLOGICAL WORK RESTS ON MANY SHOULDERS – THE CCP REMAINS IN CHARGE

The CCP’s propaganda bureaucracy, which is responsible for creating and spreading party-state ideology, has been in place for decades.21 This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. On the one hand, the CCP can fall back on well-established structures and procedures in its ideological work. On the other hand, existing bureaucratic structures are prone to becoming rigid and resisting the changes that are necessary to adapt to the communication environment of the 21st century and the CCP’s new ambition to win over more people rather than merely create indifference or deter dissent. Since Xi came to power, the party has succeeded in instituting some changes by involving new actors and trusting them with producing content that was previously strictly controlled by the party bureaucracy.

The most important change since 2013 in terms of production of ideology has been the massive expansion of research institutions and think tanks to provide academic backing for the “China Path”.22 Many old and new think tanks try to foster collaborative research with foreign institutions through invitations to conferences in China and visits abroad. In part, this is because the CCP wants more academic research to back its Chinese alternatives to “Western” concepts and values.

In terms of distribution, the most important change under Xi Jinping has been the CCP’s newfound ability to delegate tasks involving political content to non-party actors such as public relations companies. These new actors have found new ways to communicate the party’s message, especially to the younger generations. They have been integrated into the existing multi-layered structure, which will be briefly explained below (see also figure 2.1).

First, at the highest level, there are several task forces called leading small groups working in the broader field of ideology. At the very top, there is the Central Leading Small Group (LSG) for Propaganda and Thought Work (中央宣传思想工作小组) headed by Liu Yunshan. Xi Jinping has become personally involved in this LSG’s affairs, for instance by chairing the annual work meeting for propaganda and thought work in 2013 and possibly in the following years as well. Xi personally heads the Central Leading Small Group on Cyber Security and Informatization (中央网络安全和信息化领导小组), which has evolved as a core actor in propaganda and the censorship of cyberspace since its establishment in 2013. Therefore, its operational importance is at least at a
similar level as the LSG for Propaganda and Thought Work. The General Office of that LSG, the Cyberspace Administration of China, appears to be more powerful than standard ministerial-level bodies given its very broad regulatory powers over national cyberspace. In governing practice, the guidance and regulation of China’s extremely rapidly expanding cyberspace, including the filtering of information dissemination and online debates, has resulted in a massive expansion and transformation of the CCP’s traditional propaganda practices.

In addition, there are other subordinate LSGs, such as the LSG for Planning in the Humanities and
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**How the “China Path” is made**

*Actors, processes and target audiences in the production and dissemination of ideology*  

**Leadership level**

- LSG for Propaganda and Thought Work
  - Initiation of ideology-crafting and propaganda
- LSG for Internet Security and Informatization
  - Setting of guidelines for ideology online
- LSG for Social Sciences and Humanities Research
  - Coordination of research

**Ministerial and bureau level**

- Ministry of Education
  - Issuing and overseeing ideological guidelines for universities and schools
- State Administration for Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television
  - Licensing media, setting and enforcing of media guidelines and norms
- Cyberspace Administration of China
  - Online guidance of public opinion, online censorship
- Central Compilation and Translation Bureau
  - Compiling ideological repertoire
- State Council Information Office
  - Spreading party-state ideology globally

**Content providers, researchers**

- Think tanks
  - Production of new concepts and ideas
- Universities
  - Research to give substance to party-state ideology; dissemination of propaganda to students
- Media
  - Dissemination of party-state ideology
- Communist Youth League
  - Dissemination of party-state ideology to young people, also through use of social media and innovative formats
- Schools
  - Dissemination of party-state ideology

**Amplifiers**

- PR companies
  - Putting party-state ideology into formats and language that are more easily acceptable than CCP-speak

**Target audiences**

- General public
- Students
- Young people
- Cadres
- Foreigners
Social Sciences (全国哲学社会科学规划领导小组) and the LSG for External Propaganda Work, which assist with specific sub-fields of propaganda and ideology.

Below the level of the task forces, bureaucratic organizations are responsible for day-to-day work. The most important organization is the Central Propaganda Department (most significantly its Theory Bureau), along with its equivalents at lower levels in the party bureaucracy. In addition, there are other departments in the propaganda system, such as the Central Translation and Compilation Bureau and the Office of Party Literature, which translate, compile and canonize texts that become part of the official ideology.

Academic institutions and think tanks conduct research that is used to support CCP ideology and provide a theoretical foundation for the Chinese political and economic system. China has various academies for Marxism at high level research institutions such as the Central Party School and the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, as well as at universities across the country. China's National Planning Office of Philosophy and Social Sciences (the office of the LSG for Planning in the Humanities and Social Sciences) and China's National Social Science Fund, which hands out grants for research projects, has an entire section reserved for research projects on Marxism and “Scientific Socialism.”

In addition to a large research budget for ideological production, the CCP under Xi has set up think tanks and new research institutes across the country that also contribute to the production of ideology. In 2015, the party published a policy document outlining its plans to establish between 50 and 100 “high-end” think tanks (高端智库).

Finally, party ideology is communicated through the education system, through party-state media, through campaigns organized by party and government departments at all levels and, increasingly, through new media, cartoons, videos and infographics. A wide range of institutions are involved in distribution, including all schools, universities, and party-state media, organizations such as the Communist Youth League, governments and party committees at all levels, as well as PR companies.

2.3 THE REPERTOIRE: AN ECLECTIC MIX OF OLD AND NEW IDEAS

Due to the diversity within the Chinese population and the CCP itself, a one-size-fits-all approach to ideology does not work. The challenge therefore lies in creating an ideology that appeals to as many people as possible without being overly fragmented. At the same time, the party also has to contend with its ideological legacy from before 1978. This has become particularly evident under Xi Jinping's leadership, with the Mao Period (1949–1976) making a comeback as an integral part of China's history that cannot be separated from the post-1978 period.

The building blocks of the party's ideology consist of at least four different components of very different origins that are combined in an eclectic mix:

First, the CCP has to work with and around the ideological legacy of the “Communist founding fathers.” For instance, references to Marxism or Mao Zedong’s legacy cannot be completely rejected in favor of an exclusive focus on the “China Path.” However, when old slogans or ideological components are revived, they can be redefined for new purposes. For instance, the fight against corruption has been cast as the new manifestation of class struggle in China by some commentators. Other parts of the ideological legacy are not highlighted much in public but continue to exert influence in the background. The Leninist principles of organization, most importantly the idea of a “vanguard party” with carefully selected and supervised nomenclature and strict party loyalty, are not stressed in the party's public propaganda material, but continue to exert decisive influence on how political life is organized in China.

Second, each generation of leaders has to work with the ideological legacy left by its predecessors since the beginning of reform and opening period. For instance, Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao could not simply disregard Jiang Zemin's "Three Represents" (三个代表), just as Xi Jinping could not single-handedly decide to ignore Hu and Wen's ideas of more balanced development, summed up under the label "scientific development outlook" (科学发展观). Nonetheless, there is some flexibility, as new leaders are expected to make their own contributions in line with the CCP principle that ideology needs to keep up with and continue to reflect the changes in the world (与时俱进).

The challenge lies in creating an ideology that appeals to many without being too diluted.
Third, the CCP's ideology selectively draws on foreign ideas, institutions and concepts. More recently, the CCP has looked to Singapore for its concept of autocratic governance by technocrats and is also generally willing to adapt ideas from countries with democratic systems. Even though the CCP opposes what it calls “wholesale Westernization,” it is willing to selectively appropriate concepts that were first developed in Western academia or Western political contexts. Both the reliance on foreign ideas and the notion that they need to be adapted to Chinese circumstances have been part of the CCP's self-definition since its earliest days. For instance, according to the party's master narrative, Mao Zedong adapted Marxism to Chinese conditions, e.g. by declaring the peasants and not the workers the key agents of the revolutionary movement.

Fourth, the party has borrowed from Chinese traditions. This was particularly obvious under the Hu and Wen administrations, when China opened Confucius Institutes around the world, proclaimed that China would rise peacefully because Chinese culture was inherently peaceful, and gave China's premodern past a prominent place in the opening ceremonies of the 2008 Beijing Olympics. After Xi Jinping came to power, there was a short revival of references to Confucianism, and Xi himself visited the birthplace of Confucius. The CCP then somewhat de-emphasized Confucianism and refocused on China's more immediate, Maoist past and “Chinese culture” in more general terms. That said, the party still selectively integrates concepts from China's premodern past in its overall ideology and has incorporated “traditional” values such as “harmony” (和谐) in its set of “socialist core values” (see 2.4 below).

The party tries to maintain an air of ideological consistency despite fundamental changes over the years. For the current leadership, the deep ideological divide between the time before and after 1978 (the turn away from political “class struggle” towards economic “reform and opening”) is the most difficult to bridge. Therefore, despite the apodictic nature of official statements (e.g. “only socialism can save China”), CCP ideologues have kept the content and goals of “socialism” adaptable. They are meant to change along with the party center's redefinitions of the most pressing “contradictions” and the resulting “work priorities” for the government. This ideological and political adaptability allows the CCP to enact major policy changes and accommodate diverse interest groups within the party while maintaining a seemingly consistent set of basic socialist “viewpoints” through time.29

2.4 A NEW FOCUS: CONSTRUCTING THE “CHINA PATH” AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO “WESTERN” SYSTEMS

In the current version of ideology that is promoted under Xi, the most explicit focus is placed on the uniqueness of a Chinese system that was created in response to unique Chinese “national circumstances” (国情) and the efficiency and selflessness of the party working towards turning China into a modern, developed country. The basic message that China must not be evaluated by Western standards but rather on its own terms has been the central thrust of the CCP's argument for decades.

However, the current undertaking is more comprehensive than previous initiatives, which usually focused on a “Chinese alternative” in individual fields, such as a Chinese understanding of human rights. Instead, the CCP has now systematized its attempt to come up with a Chinese “grand alternative” to “Western” political and economic models that covers everything from “consultative democracy,” “rule by law,” the “socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics” and visions of international order, such as “the community of a shared human destiny,” to more specific ideas such as “internet sovereignty” and “constructive journalism” (see table 2.1).
As the “Western” political and economic order is seen as the biggest threat to the CCP’s ideological security, most of the concepts the CCP tries to promote were implicitly or explicitly formulated as responses and counter-models to “Western” ideas. For example, the Chinese concept of consultative democracy is promoted as superior to “Western” democracy because it draws on consultative organs in addition to (very basic) elections.

One important campaign that the CCP has pursued both to counter “Western values” or “universal values” and to fight what it views as a moral vacuum in China is establishing “socialist core values” (社会主义核心价值观). Started under the Hu-Wen administration, this project is intended to respond to the perceived lack of values in Chinese society or to the perception that the only value in Chinese society is “money” (钱), a sentiment commonly expressed in the survey that accompanies this study and in conversations with Chinese academics (see chapter 3). The socialist core values consist of 12 different values the CCP wants all Chinese to internalize. They are divided into three levels: national, societal, and individual (see table 2.2).

The core values explicitly include terms such as democracy and freedom to show that the “West” does not have sole interpretative authority over them.

In the past, the CCP has usually limited itself to concepts pertaining to China’s domestic order or, at most, concepts such as the “peaceful rise” that concerned China’s interaction with other countries. But the search for a comprehensive ideology under Xi has included a vision of a greater Chinese role in the international order. This shows the ambition of the new ideological policy: as Western countries are weakened by internal or systemic crises, China sees a chance to try to discredit the “West” and to offer an alternative vision of global order to the world (see also table 2.3).
It is difficult to assess whether the CCP will succeed in popularizing its ideas. However, studies show that the “patriotic education” campaigns begun in the 1990s in response to the 1989 student protests have been successful to a large degree. The party seems to hope that over time its efforts to create confidence in the “China Path” will also pay off.

### 2.5 BROADENING THE DISTRIBUTION: NEW CHANNELS TO REACH ALL TARGET AUDIENCES

To secure long-term ideological predominance and stability, the CCP’s goal is to win over all segments of society, or at least as many as possible (excluding only people who have been identified as “fifth column” working on behalf of “Western hostile forces”). This is reflected in the adoption of new formats and language to better communicate and reach more target groups than the rather stiff language used by the CCP in the past was able to.

Yet there remains a hierarchy of importance. Cadres and party members are the most important group: if the party cannot convince its own members and officials, it has truly failed in coming up with a persuasive narrative. Groups such as journalists and teachers are considered important amplifiers by the party. Students are a vital target audience because they are considered malleable and important to the future of the party. In May 2015, the CCP identified Chinese students overseas, Chinese employees of Chinese-foreign joint ventures and of social media companies as “new social groups” that would need to be drawn into the party’s official orbit.

By tasking private companies, even foreign PR companies, to come up with more innovative ways to market its ideas and values, the party hopes to reach a broader audience. The CCP has long realized that the language of Sino-Marxism used internally is dull and does little to “inspire” (鼓舞) most Chinese people, much less resonate internationally. Therefore, aside from coming up with new Chinese concepts, the CCP is also investing time and money into how to sell these ideas in an appealing way, known as “massification” (大众化) of ideology. Therefore, the CCP has developed a comprehensive repertoire for digital communication, especially targeting the younger generation, within a short period of time. Since the end of 2011, central party and state institutions, state-run media and individual party cadres have been setting up government social media accounts (政务微博). By the end of 2014, there were more than 100,000 official accounts of this kind on WeChat, and Sina Weibo had 180,000 profiles for state agencies and agency representatives. The goal is to disseminate officially authorized information quickly, including information...
on current events, in order to present the leadership as credible, responsive and creative. The CCP under Xi is also promoting what it calls “new official-speak” (新官话) to make the language of the party more accessible for “ordinary,” especially younger, Chinese. Officials are encouraged to use colloquial terms.

Cartoon videos or video clips are one important new format (see table 2.4). They are sometimes produced for a specific event (such as a trip abroad by Xi or the release of a new document). Most of them contain between one and three key messages, such as “the CCP selflessly works on behalf of the people to realize the China Dream,” “Xi is taking care of China as he would take care of his own family,” or “US elections and politics are skewed by money.”

### Table 2.3 How party-state media present the “West”
A compilation of key statements from the People’s Daily and Xinhua from 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Countries reproducing Western democracy face starvation, poverty, disorder and bloodshed”</td>
<td>Xinhua (November 3, 2016); People’s Daily (July 8, 2016, October 23, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The world order dominated by western countries is decaying and incapable of coping with challenges”</td>
<td>People’s Daily (July 8, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Western macro-economic theory is based on Western developed countries and does not apply to other countries”</td>
<td>People’s Daily (June 16, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The Chinese model (both political and economic) is more advanced than the Western model”</td>
<td>Xinhua (November 26, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Western countries disregard China’s progress because China has a different political system”</td>
<td>People’s Daily (March 19, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The rise of populism discredits the Western system”</td>
<td>Xinhua (November 2, 2016); People’s Daily (February 26, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Western countries are ruled by money politics”</td>
<td>People’s Daily (March 19, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“China can offer an alternative to the Western model to developing countries”</td>
<td>Xinhua (July 10, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Western media are not neutral”</td>
<td>Xinhua (November 7, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The West does not have an interpretative monopoly on terms like democracy, human rights and freedom”</td>
<td>Guangming Daily (September 8, 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video clip (language, year)</th>
<th>Produced by</th>
<th>Key ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Communist Party is with you along the way (EN/CN, 2013)</td>
<td>Road to Revival Studios</td>
<td>The CCP works hard on behalf of the people to realize the China Dream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How leaders are made (EN/CN, 2013)</td>
<td>Road to Revival Studios</td>
<td>US elections and politics are skewed by money while China’s leaders are carefully trained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is Xi Dada? (EN/CN, 2015)</td>
<td>People’s Daily</td>
<td>Xi is taking care of China as he would take care of his own family. Everybody loves him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going with Uncle Xi, US edition (EN, 2015)</td>
<td>Road to Revival Studios</td>
<td>The United States benefits from business with China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Shisanwu (EN, 2015)</td>
<td>Road to Revival Studios, BBDO</td>
<td>China’s five-year-plans are based on careful and thorough research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Leading Small Group on Comprehensive Reforms is turning two (CN, 2015)</td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Efficient task force fighting on behalf of the people by eliminating corruption and pushing through reforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kung Fu of the Chinese Economy (EN, 2016)</td>
<td>Road to Revival Studios</td>
<td>China’s “new normal”: economic slowdown is intentional, strategic and smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The legend of the online volunteers (CN, 2016)</td>
<td>Communist Youth League</td>
<td>Rational, patriotic Party Warriors fight selflessly for truth, order and cybersecurity in the chaotic internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who am I (CN, 2016)</td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>The CCP is working selflessly and tirelessly on behalf of the Chinese people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt and Road bedtime stories (EN/CN 2017)</td>
<td>China Daily</td>
<td>China’s effort to bring prosperity and peace to regions along the ancient Silk Road, told as bedtime stories by an English-speaking Western father to his daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How amazing is it to live in China? Let’s hear it from a German (GER/EN/CN, 2017)</td>
<td>Xinhua (New China) TV</td>
<td>A German student calls for learning from China’s innovative and flexible cashless economy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nonetheless, other tried and tested ways of getting people to internalize ideas or values still exist alongside these new distribution mechanisms. For instance, nationwide study campaigns and campaigns that encourage learning from models are still common. The “socialist core values” are spread through a mixture of old and new methods. On the one hand, PR companies produce slick videos. On the other hand, governments and party committees pick “model citizens,” whose stories they spread through traditional media and the internet. This ensures that the party can target anyone from Chinese millennials to older or rural audiences who may still respond well to older formats.

Most importantly, the advent of new technology and approaches to working with big data will allow the CCP to keep track of and enforce key parts of its ideology within the Chinese population. A good example of a tool that will gain in importance in this area is the Social Credit System, which assigns citizens scores based on a variety of criteria.

2.6 LIMITING THE COMPETITION: IDEOLOGICAL PROTECTIONISM ON THE RISE

Drawing on groundwork laid under Hu and Wen, the CCP under Xi Jinping has launched arguably the most extensive campaign to popularize its ideology since 1978. Its intense measures to suppress ideas it considers hostile or dangerous interfere in the personal and professional lives of an increasing number of people, including professors, journalists and lawyers. In April 2013, the CCP internally distributed the Notice on the Current State of the Ideological Sphere. Better known as “Document No. 9,” this directive prohibits the promotion of seven “harmful” concepts, namely constitutional democracy, universal values, civil society, neoliberalism, freedom of the press, criticism of the CCP’s historical achievements, questioning the reform and opening policies and their “socialist nature.”

The censorship and repression that accompany the creation of a more comprehensive Chinese ideology should be understood as a form of ideological protectionism. They are considered necessary because the CCP perceives itself to be in a weaker position vis-à-vis the “West,” especially when it comes to making its “voice” heard internationally. The idea is similar to keeping out foreign competitors to allow the growth of “national champions” in the business world or in the charity sector: the party needs to keep the foreign competition at bay until China’s own companies and NGOs are strong enough to compete with or replace their foreign counterparts.

Like the channels for distribution, the CCP’s toolkit for enforcing official ideology and eliminating unwanted ideas from public discourse is large and consists of a range of different means to punish infractions. CCP organizations at all levels have been tasked with enforcing adherence to party ideology akin to the responsibility system that the CCP has used to control the media. In this system, individual editors and journalists can be held personally accountable and are fined or fired for infractions. For instance, journalists and editors have been punished for failing to notice a reference to Tiananmen in English on a photo reprinted in a paper or for failing to remove the word “country” in reference to Taiwan when reproducing a news item from a foreign news agency. More recently, party committees at all levels, including at universities, have established responsibility systems to determine who will be held personally accountable for ideological mistakes. This is a very effective means of controlling what people publish, teach, research and say, as they can be held accountable not only for their own statements but also for those of their subordinates.

A key task for the party, according to its own definition, is to correctly assess China’s current domestic and global circumstances so that it can come up with the correct policies. The CCP leaders think in terms of dialectics: to them, the key to correct policy lies in defining the most important “contradictions” that stand in the way of the CCP’s developmental goals and political principles. Political resources are then focused on combating and mitigating the forces that cause these contradictions. The dialectical approach of contradiction analysis also applies to the treatment of political viewpoints: “hostile” ideas and protagonists that work towards undermining and overthrowing Communist Party rule have to be suppressed, while exploratory, “constructive” viewpoints and proposals can be tolerated as long as they do not get in the way of the CCP’s shifting priority agendas.
The CCP currently deals with debate and dissent by dividing contentious issues into three different types, each of which requires a different response: exploratory academic issues, issues of misunderstanding and misunderstanding, and politically dangerous issues (see Table 2.5). This explains the very different reactions both Chinese and foreigners (e.g. NGOs) can experience when dealing with the CCP or simply operating in China. If harsh punishments are meted out for seemingly minor infractions, it means the party’s decision-makers have come to the judgement that the underlying problem is politically malicious and destabilizing in nature. Under Xi Jinping, the parameters for what counts as politically malicious have clearly been expanded.

### Table 2.5

**Different problems, different approaches**

How the CCP classifies and deals with debates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of issue</th>
<th>How the CCP sees it</th>
<th>How the CCP deals with it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic issue (学术问题)</td>
<td>topics on which the CCP has not defined a right or wrong position</td>
<td>Non-malicious statement in the context of academic exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misunderstanding (思想认识问题)</td>
<td>topics on which the CCP has a clear stance</td>
<td>Misguided, yet non-malicious, opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political issue (政治问题)</td>
<td>topics on which the CCP has identified a single correct position</td>
<td>Hostile and premeditated provocation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.7 THE CCP IS WALKING A TIGHTROPE BETWEEN REPRESSION AND INNOVATION**

So far, Beijing has mainly been successful in reworking and innovating the hardware of ideology: the CCP has incorporated new actors into ideological production, has developed new channels, such as social media, and has invented new formats. In this regard, the CCP under Xi has made significant progress in adopting a more accessible style. This stands in contrast to the Hu-Wen administration, during which CCP propagandists tended to use stiff, anachronistic language.

The “China Path” is currently getting a boost as liberal democracies are experiencing testing times. Both Brexit and the election of Donald Trump as US president have been used by the CCP to demonstrate to its citizens that direct democracy and multi-party elections will lead to “bad governance” and social instability. Increasing tension, for example with Washington, might also inspire the Chinese population to turn to a “China Path.” If the CCP can continue to build an ideology with a credible connection to everyday life without resorting to overly harsh repression, it could succeed in winning over more and more Chinese people to support its course.

However, until now the CCP has not been very successful at presenting a substantive alternative to the “Western” political and economic order. Also, due to a very eclectic and even partially contradictory ideological repertoire, the ideological concepts have to remain vague. The “four confidences” or the “core socialist values” remain too removed from the reality of day-to-day lives. The most clear-cut defining factor of the current party-state ideology is that it should not be built on “Western” concepts and ideas. If the CCP continues to expand restrictions of political space by declaring more and more topics as off limits to discussion and by meting out harsh punishments to dissenters, it risks alienating a growing number of people, driving them underground and potentially radicalizing them, including key public discussion leaders in influential positions.
3. Consensus out of reach: ideological diversity in Chinese online spaces
3. Consensus out of reach: ideological diversity in Chinese online spaces

As chapter 2 has shown, China’s party-state establishment is working hard to define a coherent, officially sanctioned ideology. This is not an easy task in the face of various inner-party groups with different ideas and interests, but also with respect to a Chinese society that is more heterogeneous than ever before. In this chapter, we will introduce eleven durable and differentiable clusters of ideological positions that we were able to identify in China’s online debate space – to the extent possible in a restrictive system that curtails dissenting views and manipulates online information and communication like almost no other country. These ideological clusters do not display strong organizational cohesion, nor are they linked to specific institutions. They should be understood as consisting of individuals who express very similar lines of thought and share very similar political ideas, concepts and preferences, but are mostly not connected in their offline life. We believe that mapping such clusters is the best way to illuminate China’s usually hidden political and ideological diversity, which will come to be a shaping factor in China’s future should cracks appear in the current economic or political system.

China’s urban residents in particular are divided by growing disparities in wealth and education levels as well as lifestyle choices. The real estate owner’s interests are different from those of the young couple looking to rent an apartment. Families with an urban household registration have better access to education than families of rural migrant workers. The younger generation is free to pick from a variety of individual choices on issues like work-life balance, gender and sexuality. Urban Chinese are also increasingly globally orientated. No other country sends as many students abroad and no other nationals spend more money overseas while travelling.

Based on these different interests and identities, Chinese citizens hold varied views on the nation and its role, as well as on the political, economic and social order. These differing views are expressed in vivid online discussions. While Chinese netizens do not have access to internationally popular social media channels like Facebook and Twitter, they can engage in a variety of domestic online communities which, despite being monitored and censored by authorities, provide important platforms for public debate (see chapter 4). Strikingly, no unified ideology predominates in China’s online forums where politics, economics and society are intensely disputed.

No unified ideology predominates in China’s online forums where politics, economics and society are intensely disputed.

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The CCP’s attempts to build a unifying ideology are challenged by highly fragmented public opinion in China’s online space. Most participants in online debates belong to the urban middle class, whose support for the government is important for guaranteeing political stability.
- China’s online space is populated by different ideological clusters, which compete over ideas about the political and economic order. These clusters display varying degrees of conformity with or opposition to the official party-state ideology depending on the issue at stake.
- The clusters that stress Chinese uniqueness seem to enjoy the biggest institutional and financial support from the CCP. At the other end of the spectrum, those clusters that support liberal values like democracy and human rights are labeled as too “pro-Western” by the government.
- Nationalism is a common theme among respondents in our accompanying survey: 62 percent think that China should be more assertive internationally.
- Participants in the survey expressed ambiguous attitudes about “the West.” However, about 75 percent of survey respondents are in favor of the “spread of Western values.”
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Netizens use labels to refer to their own political positions or to those of likeminded individuals, but they also label their political opponents.40

Researching these online clusters can yield important insights into China’s societal ideologies. In a system that obstructs the open articulation of political ideas, especially those in opposition to the present political and ideological system, many netizens use either positive or negative labels for certain clusters as a vehicle to express their own ideological leaning.41

Box 3.1

Examining ideological clusters in Chinese society

Based on our exploration of Chinese online communities, we drafted a preliminary list of labels that were frequently used to describe debate participants’ political positions. We then discussed and refined this list in an exploratory survey among 100 online-savvy Chinese people selected from our own networks to determine if these labels and their associated political or ideological meanings were sufficiently well known. To minimize sample bias, the selected participants had diverse backgrounds and no academic insights into the topic. The sample consisted of people from all walks of life such as teachers, entrepreneurs, doctors and students.

Analyzing societal ideologies based on online labels
Basic facts about the survey conducted by MERICS and ERC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National average</th>
<th>University graduates</th>
<th>Party members</th>
<th>Urban residents</th>
<th>Car owners</th>
<th>Have been abroad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* National average data not available

Survey preparation
- Preliminary list of online labels-based analysis of social media platforms
- Exploratory survey (100 respondents)

Online questionnaire, multiple choice questions, open-ended questions on:
- Online behavior
- Knowledge and evaluation of ideological clusters
- Well-known representatives of ideological currents
- Political attitudes
- Social networks, income, demographics

Revision, adjustments

Analysis and interpretation of responses
- Data cleaning
- Cross-sectional analysis
- Coding of quantitative answers
- Regression analysis

Sources: MERICS research, Statista, China Daily, National Bureau of Statistics, Xinhua, State Council
Based on these results, we drafted a comprehensive online survey in which participants were asked to position themselves in relation to six of the selected labels and to reveal their personal political attitudes and socio-economic backgrounds. They were also asked to name well-known representatives of the respective clusters. The 1,552 participants of this survey were selected by a Chinese polling company from among urban internet users across China (excluding Xinjiang and Tibet). The distribution of gender, age, region, education level and socio-economic background of this online panel mirrors the composition of China's internet population. The results allow insights into common definitions of ideological online labels and on their societal acceptance. They also provide clues on the socio-economic background of their followers. For example, survey participants who expressed sympathy for the positions of “Mao Lovers” were more likely to live in smaller-sized cities compared to the average sample.

Survey respondents furthermore answered multiple choice questions on values, the role of the market economy, their attitudes towards the nation state, European countries and the United States, as well as on their preferred mode of governance. We adapted the questions to take into account the difficulties of opinion surveys in authoritarian systems, especially on political issues. For example, participants were not asked to comment directly on their own values or on concepts like democracy, but they were asked to name values they believed to be mainstream within society.

The clusters display varying degrees of conformity with or opposition to the official party-state ideology. The Party Warriors are most closely aligned with the CCP, while US Lovers are the most likely to be stigmatized as propagating so-called “Western values.” Some clusters overlap as their members share certain ideas and beliefs. For example, Humanists and Democratizers have in common that they defend freedom of expression as a prerequisite for human dignity (Humanists) and democratic participation (Democratizers).

Correlating statements to ideological clusters is not always possible and the analytical framework thus serves as an approximation of the ideological spectrum as manifested in online debates. China’s population has been exposed to a multitude of ideological shifts in recent history, and the sometimes contradictory positions adopted by netizens mirror the fragmentation of ideological clusters that even the CCP struggles to reconcile internally.

Each ideological cluster’s influence over public discourse varies depending on the issue. As shown in case studies of several high-profile online debates in chapter 4, some clusters are particularly strong in one policy area, but play only a marginal role or no role whatsoever in others. Other clusters may be marginalized by censorship and taboo and yet their arguments may break through to the mainstream on certain issues. The interplay between these clusters reveals a remarkably persistent degree of plurality and non-conformity in China’s overall restricted space for political debate.

The answers from the qualitative sections and the knowledge and evaluation of the camps were coded respectively and served as the basis for assigning attributes to ideological clusters and for determining the most prominent representatives of each ideological cluster.

Based on the survey results, we drafted a preliminary ideological mapping, which we presented to a review panel. The 16 panel members were selected from among influential representatives of the respective clusters, whom we contacted after their names had been mentioned by our survey participants, as well as from among additional representatives who were recommended by those we contacted (based on the “snowball” principle). The panel suggested adding ideological labels that had not been included in the survey.

Based on the interviews, we then refined the ideological mapping and determined the assumed size of ideological clusters, as well as their assumed locations on two scales ranging from universal/nationalistic to paternalistic/laissez-faire. Based on a survey of Chinese netizens, interviews with experts and opinion leaders in China, and our own research of online communities, we identified 11 widely acknowledged ideological clusters (figure 3.1 and table 3.1).

We chose neutral names for each cluster and in some cases avoided using the original Chinese terms, for example if they contained judgments or if they would be misleading when employed in a non-Chinese context. We also tried to limit the confusion over the fact that some Chinese terms are used as self-referentially while others are solely employed to reference others.
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**Figure 3.1**

**Conflicting ideologies put China’s political stability at risk**

Mapping China’s societal ideological clusters

Source: Adapted from Pan/Xu 2016 and Veg 2014. Relative placement of clusters based on interviews with intellectuals; number of figures as approximation to visibility of clusters based on interviews, survey and literature.
### Profile of major ideological clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Typical followers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Party Warriors</strong></td>
<td>Defenders of the party-state. The term “Fifty Cent Army” (五毛党) describes paid commentators spreading CCP propaganda. The term “Online Volunteer Army” (自干五) stresses voluntary commitment to CCP ideas.</td>
<td>Online commentators; often use pen names; followers in survey tend to be poorer and more ethnocentric than average.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flag Wavers</strong></td>
<td>Nationalists. Chinese term “Angry Youth” (愤青) describes (now aging) Leftists. A group of young women who circumvent censorship to post on international social media call themselves “Little Pinks” (小粉红). Radical followers are called Fascists (法西斯派).</td>
<td>Young, tech savvy university students and young professionals; followers in survey tend to be male and to have travelled abroad more than average.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Democratizers</strong></td>
<td>Called Liberals (自由派). In the Chinese context the term is used to label people associated with the political liberalism advocated by democracy activists.</td>
<td>Middle-aged intellectuals; many experienced the 1989 protest movement; background in media and education; civil rights activists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humanists</strong></td>
<td>Called Globalists (全球派). In China, the term “Globalist” refers to proponents of universal values.</td>
<td>Middle-aged intellectuals; often lawyers, journalists and social scientists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US Lovers</strong></td>
<td>Called US fans (美粉). Their critics often use the derogatory term “Paving the way Party” (带路党) to portray them as a “party” whose goal is to “pave the way” for US hegemony.</td>
<td>Upper-middle class entrepreneurs and intellectuals; followers in survey have more contact with foreigners and travel abroad more than the average.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mao Lovers</strong></td>
<td>Called Mao Fans (毛粉). Nostalgic for China’s Maoist past; camp formed in context of growing inequality and corruption, which triggered a Mao revival in China.</td>
<td>Former and current SOE employees in medium-sized cities; followers in survey live in smaller Chinese cities, tend to be male and ethnocentric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market Lovers</strong></td>
<td>Called Neo-Liberals (新自由派). Liberals in the economic sense, similar to definition in Europe and North America.</td>
<td>Upper-middle class entrepreneurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equality Advocates</strong></td>
<td>Called New Left (新左派). Closer to European welfare models than adherents of the “Old Left” (老左派), who advocate pre-1978 socialism.</td>
<td>Academics, often from humanities; survey participants close to this cluster are relatively poor compared with average.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traditionalists</strong></td>
<td>Often called Neo-Confucianists (新儒家). Base belief system mainly on Confucian classic texts and traditions.</td>
<td>Researchers at think tanks; teachers in private schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Advocates</strong></td>
<td>Called China Modelists (中国模式派). Advocate a “China Path” with distinct political and economic concepts.</td>
<td>Researchers at think tanks and universities; economists and social scientists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industrialists</strong></td>
<td>Called Industry Party (工业党). See technological advancement as key to global leadership; align with China Advocates.</td>
<td>Young, tech-savvy intellectuals; young researchers in think tanks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In the survey we only asked about the term “Online Volunteer Army” (自干五).

Source: MERICS research
Chinese society is favorable towards pluralistic ideas and “the West”

Key results of the survey

Some people say that national interests are superior to individual ones. Do you agree with this view?

- Strongly disagree
- Somewhat disagree
- Somewhat agree
- Strongly agree

7% 31% 53% 9%

Is China’s national influence too small?

- Strongly disagree
- Somewhat disagree
- Somewhat agree
- Strongly agree

5% 17% 57% 21%

What is your view on the regions below?

- Very bad
- Somewhat bad
- Somewhat good
- Very good

- China
  - 2% 10% 41% 47%
- Japan
  - 17% 31% 40% 13%
- Europe
  - 1% 7% 62% 30%
- USA
  - 4% 21% 57% 19%

Does the market economy have too much or too little influence in China?

- Too much
- Too little

74% 26%

Is there too much or too little individual freedom in China?

- Too much
- Too little

45% 55%

Is the spread of Western values good or bad?

- Bad
- Good

25% 75%

Source: MERICS research (online survey)
3.1 THE DREAM OF A STRONG CHINA PRODUCES DIFFERENT STRAINS OF NATIONALISM

The ideological clusters that propagate patriotism and debate over a uniquely Chinese path to national strength seem to enjoy the highest institutional and financial support. Yet not all of these clusters are automatically in line with party-state ideology. This depends on the degree to which definitions of a strong China equate national strength with CCP rule. Because of the sometimes violent protest movements in the 1990s and 2000s, the CCP worries about extreme brands of anti-Western or ethnic nationalism or even fascism that could spiral out of control and turn against the party. In the following sub-chapters, the different strains of nationalism represented by the Party Warriors, China Advocates, Traditionalists, Industrialists, and Flag Wavers are explained.

3.1.1 Party Warriors: loving the country means loving the party

The Party Warriors are closest to the party-state ideology, which places them at the center of China’s ideological spectrum displayed online. This group defends CCP policy on all issues, and its followers equate “love of the country” with “love of the party” (爱国爱党). It stands for the concept of “rational patriotism” (理性爱国主义), which is increasingly being promoted by the CCP.47

From the outside, it is difficult to tell whether Party Warriors volunteer to defend the party line (自干五, “Volunteer Army”) or if they are paid commentators (五毛党, “Fifty Cent Army”).48 Based on our survey we can say that respondents who expressed closeness to this cluster’s positions tended to be CCP members. Another finding was that sympathizers of this cluster are more likely to be dissatisfied with their personal economic situation. Of all clusters, the Party Warriors enjoy the most open and active support from the CCP in online debates. Several party-state initiatives aim to recruit these people as paid commentators. Interestingly though, it seems that they do not necessarily have to be CCP members. In online debates, the posts of Party Warriors are rarely censored, and are instead prominently featured.49

The campaign “China’s good netizen” (中国好网民), launched in 2015 by the Cyberspace Administration of China (国家互联网信息办公室) in cooperation with party-state media outlets and the Twitter equivalent Weibo, represents one such attempt to highlight stories and slogans that “spread positive energy” (传播社会正能量).

Another campaign in line with these efforts is the Communist Youth League’s “Youth Internet Civilization Volunteer Campaign” (网络文明志愿者队伍), which was also launched in 2015. On social media, Party Warriors are called upon by the CCP to “guide public opinion” (舆论引导任务) by regularly publishing “positive” messages and criticizing “negative” ones. They are supposed to lend a voice to what Zhang Yiwu, a prominent professor of literature at Beijing University, has called the “silent majority.” This implies that even though critics are vocal, they only constitute a minority in China.50

The voluntary Party Warriors (自干五) received positive appraisals from survey respondents. They are linked to attributes such as “objectivity” (客观). Survey respondents also see them as “volunteers” (志愿者) who “love their country and their people” (爱国爱民).51 The attributes assigned to them mostly echo the official party line,52 although some observers compare the Party Warriors, even the voluntary ones, to the Red Guards during the Cultural Revolution and warn of the potential harm to society of their overzealousness.53

3.1.2 China Advocates: in search of a “China Path”

The China Advocates are in lockstep with official efforts to forge a coherent Chinese ideology and to counter the perceived failure of liberal “Western” political and economic concepts (see chapter 2.1). The global financial crisis in 2008/2009 as well as the recent rise of populism in the United States and Europe have propelled this cluster to the center of the party-state ideology. The China Advocates see China as being in a systemic competition with “the West.”
Compared to the Party Warriors, who appear as true believers, followers of this cluster have a more utilitarian view of the Communist Party. They view the CCP as a guarantor of stability, and they argue that the current authoritarian regime is better equipped for rational policy making and crisis management than parliamentary democracies. China Advocates also point out the risks of economic downturns or social unrest when authoritarian countries transition to more liberal political systems, such as the countries that were swept up in the Arab Spring.

On economic issues, many China Advocates promote the “Beijing Consensus” or the “China Model” – concepts initially coined by Western scholars to describe an alternative to the “Washington Consensus.” China Advocates disagree with many of these “Western” policy prescriptions, which include calls for eliminating budget deficits, financial liberalization and privatization of state-owned enterprises. Some China Advocates make the case for a “globalization with Chinese characteristics,” a phrase that mirrors the term “socialism with Chinese characteristics,” which was coined after the start of China’s economic reforms in 1978.

The China Advocates rose to their current prominence after the 2008/2009 financial crisis, when former Premier Wen Jiabao blamed Western nations for the global economic downturn and started to promote an “authoritarian capitalist model of development.” Today, a number of think tanks that represent this ideological cluster receive generous support from the CCP and substantial government funding. Many of these think tanks are working on a “contemporary China research discipline” called “Studies on China’s National Condition.” This line of thought contains the notion that China is peaceful by nature and will therefore, unlike other rising nations, not be aggressive but will pursue “benevolent pacifism” and “harmonious inclusionism.”

The China Advocates demand that national interests be placed above individual ones. Most survey respondents share this notion. But there are also critics who claim that the intellectual integrity of this group of academics has been compromised by their proximity to the party-state.

3.1.3 Industrialists: China’s technological catch-up race with the “West”

Industrialists see China as being in a global race for economic superiority, and they believe that technological advancement is the only way to compete in this race. They share the China Advocates’ perception that the “West” seeks to impose its own political and economic system on China. Both camps share the goal of strengthening China and changing global power relations. Like the China Advocates, the Industrialists started gaining traction with the onset of the economic crisis in Western capitalist countries in 2008.

The Industrialists are in line with CCP policy as long as they view it as the best basis for industrial upgrading and high tech development. But while, for example, the China Advocates tend to reject the Washington Consensus, the Industrialists focus on raising China’s competitiveness within the existing global economic framework. They believe that China should prioritize its technological development driven by market mechanisms and not primarily by top-down political guidance.

When discussing their preferred political system, Industrialists do not debate concepts such as participation versus stability. For them, the key virtue is effectiveness, and the debate revolves around which political system can deliver the best results towards this end. Some Industrialists view participatory democracy as outdated and favor an autocratic system as long as it does not hinder economic development, while others argue that liberal democracies provide more room for entrepreneurial activities.

The goal of effectiveness also guides this cluster’s views on the welfare state, which are closer to neoliberal economic views than those of clusters seeking to reconcile China’s socialist heritage with market forces. The Industrialists are in favor of a state that maximizes investment returns and economic performance, for example by raising the retirement age or by reducing wasteful spending. They reject state intervention that distorts the market by hindering competition and undermining transparency.

For the CCP, this is a double-edged sword. The Industrialists can help rally support for planned economic reforms, but on the other hand, representatives of this cluster are not shy about criticizing
the party-state when its policies don’t meet their standards. “The government has spent large sums on meaningless welfare and excessive construction of infrastructure,” complained one prominent Industrialist.65 Concerning health policy, prominent representatives of this cluster criticize state-subsidized medicine and want to limit “medical overconsumption.” Industrialists have also been very vocal in pointing out policy paralysis at the local level, implying criticism of the Xi-Li administration’s anti-corruption campaign, which is said to have caused this impasse.

Within the online debates, Industrialists base their arguments much more on numbers and facts, and not on ideological principles like the Party Warriors. However, some netizens see them as simply a rational, more scientific expression of Party Warrior preferences. According to others, Industrialists focus too much on the “hardware” of a nation’s development, are too inward-oriented and lack a strategic outlook for China’s international relations or concepts of social order.66

3.1.4 Traditionalists: seeking strength in China’s imperial past

While China Advocates and Industrialists share a forward-looking vision in which China shapes modernity in competition with the rest of the world, other clusters take a more conservative stance. Traditionalists agree with China Advocates on the need to strengthen China, but their views on how this can be achieved differ radically from both China Advocates and Industrialists. While Industrialists view traditional culture as an obstacle to modernization, Traditionalists reject “Western” concepts of modernity, arguing that China should instead draw its national strength from its long history and cultural uniqueness.

Traditionalists blame “Western modernity” for an increase in individualism, for a corrosion of family values such as respect for the elderly, for a general decline in morality and even for environmental degradation.67 Representatives of this cluster blend the writings of Confucius with some elements of Daoism and Buddhism to forge uniquely Chinese social and political concepts. The Confucian Network (儒家网), a platform for Traditionalists, even uses a calendar based on the birth date of Confucius rather than Jesus Christ.

Traditionalist academics refer mainly to Confucian classical texts to justify their longing for rigid hierarchies and a “benevolent leader,” and they believe that the relations between rulers and their subjects should mirror those between parents and their children. This concept of filial nationalism is compatible with party-state ideology in that it can lend legitimacy to the CCP as a “benevolent ruling party.”68 Some Traditionalist scholars contribute to the CCP’s efforts to legitimize its authoritarian rule by portraying it as the rightful successor to the imperial system.

Party-state media sometimes emphasize the importance of tradition for achieving Xi Jinping’s “China Dream” (中国梦).69 The classical concept of “everything under heaven” (天下) placed China at the center of the world as the ultimate source of civilization, with other peoples on the fringes of the empire considered uncivilized “barbarians.” This idea resonates in the “China Dream” concept’s emphasis on national rejuvenation.

Nevertheless, the Traditionalists could pose a challenge to the eclectic party-state ideology, which mixes a whole range of “traditions,” among them communism and socialism, which the Traditionalists reject as “foreign.”70 Their belief in meritocratic political leadership based on education and morality, which is sometimes labeled “political Confucianism” (政治儒学), is often perceived as in opposition to socialism and Chairman Mao (反共立场, 也反对毛主义).71 Mao, after all, defined Confucianism as a system of feudal ideas during the Cultural Revolution.

The Traditionalists evoke mixed responses from the public. On the one hand, their advocacy of Confucianist ideas has gained traction since the early 2000s in an atmosphere of increasing concern over Chinese society’s lack of “morality.” This perception has led a growing number of parents to send their children to schools that are privately run by wealthy Traditionalists.72 Traditionalists have also become more visible in public debates, criticizing family planning policies and funeral regulations, among other issues.73

On the other hand, their influence is likely to remain limited, as their family values do not reflect the day-to-day reality of many young urban Chinese. Marriage ages in China have consistently increased, as has the number of divorces.
Representatives or sympathizers of other ideological clusters criticize the Traditionalists for their authoritarian tendencies and their alleged opposition to progress. The above-mentioned Democratizer commented: “When you say you are a Confucian, then you cannot do things that have been adopted in China during the past 100, 150 or 200 years.” Even at the nationalistic and paternalistic end of the ideologi cal spectrum, many warn that reviving obsolete traditions could lead China back to the era of “national humiliation” at the hands of foreign powers in the waning days of the Chinese empire and therefore end up weakening, rather than strengthening, the nation-state.

3.1.5 Flag Wavers: promoting an aggressive brand of nationalism

The type of nationalism promoted by the Flag Wavers differs from all the previous clusters in its outwardly aggressive form. Similar to the Traditionalists, the Flag Wavers want to draw a clear line between China and the rest of the world. But rather than shutting China off from allegedly harmful influences, they aim to retaliate against those who are seen as harming Chinese interests.

In contrast to the “rational patriotism” promoted by official party-state ideology, Flag Wavers express themselves through populist rhetoric and sometimes open xenophobia. Their current is comprised of middle-aged Maoists who are known by the misleading label “Angry Youth” (愤青) as well as educated and media savvy youngsters who engage in “spontaneous online nationalism” to protest against events that are “perceived as threatening China’s sovereignty.”

Coordinated online actions, like spamming the Facebook page of Tsai Ing-wen, the then newly elected president of Taiwan, with nationalistic slogans, have generated an enormous amount of visibility for the young nationalists. Survey respondents perceived this group as the largest ideological cluster of those presented to them. They described them as former Chinese students overseas who feel disappointed about how their home country is portrayed in European and North American media. After their return, these former students allegedly feel obliged to stand up to fellow citizens who criticize China from within. This might explain why the survey appears to indicate that experience of traveling abroad does not in general diminish nationalist sentiments.

Despite their high visibility, Flag Wavers do not seem to enjoy broad societal support. At least in our survey, the feedback on this cluster contained some of the most negative connotations overall. Its representatives were seen as “extreme” and “radical,” and they were perceived as people who like to “criticize society” and who are “dissatisfied with reality.” The latter observation implies the possibility that their exaggeration of certain issues could expose the Flag Wavers to ridicule. For example, when angry Flag Wavers boycotted the US fast food chain KFC to protest an international tribunal’s ruling on China’s territorial claims in the South China Sea, many in the public saw this reaction as exaggerated (see chapter 4).

The Flag Wavers share some traits with contemporary populist movements in Europe and the United States. Mirroring anti-establishment rhetoric in Western countries, they turn against “white leftists” and “white liberals” who allegedly want to dominate China. "White" in this context refers to segments of the political left in Europe and the United States that champion multiculturalism and social inclusion, but also to Chinese intellectuals who embrace similar positions.

Chinese Fascists (法西斯派) could provide the intellectual foundation for the most extreme Flag Wavers. Public fascist discourses have been a historical taboo in the PRC since Mao Zedong defeated the “Chinese fascist” Chiang Kai-Shek in China’s civil war. But there are discussions about fascism on Chinese social media, and some intellectuals defend or promote ideas resembling fascist ideology. Key elements are strong Han chauvinism, combined with preference for a strongman leader, a powerful military and an economic system that serves the national interest. Many of these academics use Carl Schmitt, a prominent legal scholar in Nazi Germany, as a proxy to express their own “distaste for liberalism and socialism” (流氓左派和流氓自由派勿进).

While Party Warriors are willing to take directions from the CCP, the Flag Wavers’ populism and even fascism are political wild cards. They could potentially threaten the party-state if they perceive it as too lenient in dealing with restive ethnic minorities or as not assertive enough on the international stage. They also appear to be the most likely cluster to initiate xenophobic protests and to call for aggressive or even violent actions directed against other countries.
Both the domestic and international implications of these ideological propositions could be troublesome for the CCP leadership. Ethnic nationalism (民族主义) is a heavily destabilizing factor in a multi-ethnic nation like China. This became clear when self-identified Han Chinese accused ethnic minorities of trying to harm the nation’s stability and reputation during the unrest in Tibet before the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

Intensifying international conflicts such as the territorial disputes in the South China Sea could radicalize a broader segment of the Flag Wavers and turn their populist sentiments into fascist ideology. Should this cluster gain traction, the CCP would be under huge pressure to at least partially give in to demands to adopt a more dominant and aggressive global stance, even though this could be extremely harmful to a country as heavily dependent on global markets as China.

3.2 PROFIT VERSUS EQUALITY: DIFFERENT CLUSTERS FIGHT OVER THE ROLE OF THE MARKET

Healthy economic development, in which economic growth lifts all boats, is the main source of political legitimacy for the CCP, which is why debates on economic issues play an important role in China’s societal discourse. China’s increasingly unequal income and wealth distribution since the turn of the millennium provide the context in which three clusters fight over the ideal balance between the market and the state in China. These are the Mao Lovers, the Equality Advocates and the Market Lovers.

For the CCP, there are no clear allies in the economic debate. Due to its own struggle with contradictory economic and ideological legacies (ranging from Mao era egalitarian collectivism to the intense commercialization of present times), the party needs to cater to all three currents. The party will face legitimacy issues if it fails to deliver on ensuring growth, but it will also be held responsible if it does not succeed in reining in the perceived excesses of a capitalist economy. The Chinese leadership seems to have understood that growing economic disparities endanger social stability, as they could lead to widespread labor protests or other forms of collective action. Since he took power, Xi Jinping has emphasized the importance of strengthening the middle class as a basis of the CCP’s legitimacy and power. In his 2017 work report to the National People’s Congress, Premier Li Keqiang also admitted that people are dissatisfied with income inequality in China.

3.2.1 Mao Lovers: nostalgia for communist equality

The Mao Lovers would like to turn back the clock on the introduction of capitalism to China and return to a state-dominated economy. They view the reform and opening policy as the root cause of China’s extreme levels of income and wealth inequality. They also blame neoliberalism for unemployment, financial crises and systemic corruption. Representatives of this cluster share a nostalgic longing for the time after Mao Zedong’s Communist Revolution, when economic competition was not as fierce as it is today, and when China’s sparse resources were more evenly distributed.

These notions are especially common among former employees of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in small- and medium-sized cities, who saw their personal wealth and their communities’ resources decline after many of these companies were closed. The survey reveals that people who associate with this camp tend to be men who are dissatisfied with their standard of living. They are also the least likely to live in provinces with high GDP per capita and with high foreign investment. This geographical distance from foreign influences might explain why survey respondents who identified with this cluster are also the most likely to express a negative view of the “spreading of Western values.”

Apart from their preference for the former communist economic system, Mao Lovers also subscribe to authoritarian leadership under a strong helmsman. They idealize Mao as a symbol of a purer and nobler China, whose citizens allegedly held higher values than the individual accumulation of material wealth. With the aim of promoting collective values such as charity or respect for the elderly, the Mao Lovers highlight historical role models such as the legendary soldier Lei Feng, who was revered as a model citizen during the Cultural Revolution.

Mao Lovers would like to turn back the clock on the introduction of capitalism
The Mao Lovers present a dilemma to the Communist Party. Its leadership has no intention of returning to a state-run economy, but it also sticks to a version of history in which the shortcomings of the “Great Chairman” are superseded by his accomplishments. Mao remains an important part of the CCP’s legacy, and any public denial of the party’s founder, as Xi Jinping personally put it, would amount to a “denial of the CCP.” Also, this cluster’s nostalgia for the PRC’s early days could turn against members of the current leadership who are seen as having benefitted disproportionately from China’s economic opening. It is telling that children of party cadres are not only referred to as “second generation red” (红二代), but also as “second generation rich” (富二代).

There are many examples that show how conflicted the CCP is about the best way to deal with its Maoist heritage. On the one hand, the party-state invests in “red tourism” to glorify the beginnings of the CCP. But when businesses and local communities in Henan province donated about three million yuan to build a giant statue of the late leader in January 2016, local authorities had it demolished.

Bo Xilai, the former “red” governor of Chongqing who was sentenced for corruption, likely as a result of a power struggle with Xi Jinping, is the most prominent leadership figure to embrace Mao nostalgia, or at least to use it to boost his popularity. He invested in social housing and revived cultural traditions from the Mao era, such as the public singing of “red songs.” Even though Bo no longer represents a challenge to the current leadership, Xi Jinping has adopted some of his rhetoric and policy approaches.

Similar to the CCP, parts of the Chinese public are wary about reviving Maoist ideas and using Maoist insignia. Many associate Mao’s rule with the “chaotic times” of the Cultural Revolution. In our survey, Mao Lovers were characterized by others as “extreme left” (极左) and as “worshiping Mao Zedong” (崇拜毛泽东). Survey participants also described this camp as holding the most negative views on the market economy.

The response shows that just like the Flag Wavers, the Mao Lovers do not enjoy broad societal support. But their populist message could easily gain influence in times of crisis.

3.2.2 Equality Advocates: taming capitalism with a social welfare state

Equality Advocates prioritize “social fairness” (公平) over profit. One of their major concerns is the fair distribution of wealth, and they advocate for workers’ rights and rural-urban equality. Unlike the Market Lovers, they believe that the state has a responsibility to correct these imbalances by intervening in the economy. Many of them believe that most state-owned enterprises have veered too far from their original mission. According to this line of criticism, rather than providing public services, they now act as state-financed private companies, serving the interests of a few.

Similar to critics of globalization in other countries, the Equality Advocates oppose the free flow of capital as a cause of rising inequality. Some of them see speculation in global financial markets as the source of the 2008 financial crisis, which led to public debt crises and rising income disparities around the world. Their emphasis on equal opportunities, as well as on social and economic fairness, compares to the philosophy of northern European welfare states.

This “New Leftist” thinking (新左派), as it is called in China, first rose to prominence around 1994 when China’s rapidly growing social and income inequality became obvious. Representatives of this line of thought compare China’s current situation to European industrialization in the 19th century, which produced a wealthy elite and a poor working class with no access to health care and social services.

Numerous representatives of this cluster have lived abroad for some time, which allowed them to gain first-hand experience of other economic models. But in recent years, many followers have become disillusioned with Western systems. They are concerned about Europe’s inconsistent response to the refugee crisis and about the rise of populism in the United States and in other liberal democracies. Abandoning their previous admiration of northern European countries, many have instead moved closer to the position of the China Advocates in search of a homegrown Chinese model for providing social justice.
Equality Advocates are in line with official efforts to rebalance the growing disparities between urban and rural development as well as to build up solid social security systems and a “moderately prosperous society” (小康社会). But just like the Industrialists, they can become antagonistic to the CCP if they feel that the leadership is not delivering on its promises.

3.2.3 Market Lovers: defenders of global capitalism

Market Lovers are the closest equivalent to neoliberals in Western countries. They would like to continue down the path of economic liberalization that started in the 1980s. Adherents of this cluster believe that China’s current economic problems such as slower growth and corruption are caused by the continuing oversized influence of state-owned enterprises that leads to market distortions. This camp advocates freeing businesses from state intervention. They want businesses, to be subject to the same regulatory framework regardless of whether they are domestic or foreign.96 Market Lovers oppose welfare states and are in favor of privatizing public services, which sets them apart from the other two camps that focus on economic issues.97 At least at present, this camp does not seem to have much agency vis-à-vis the party-state since the Chinese leadership is ambiguous about market forces as drivers of reform. The CCP under Xi Jinping has promoted some elements of economic liberalism, for instance by introducing free trade zones (自由贸易区). But ever since the global financial crisis and in light of growing dissatisfaction with freewheeling capitalism at home, the CCP has also portrayed neoliberalism as an economic system that proved to be destructive to former socialist countries.

In the more recent past, the party-state has even taken action against this cluster. In January 2017, the website of the Unirule Institute of Economics (天则经济研究所) was taken down. This institute promotes economic as well as political liberalization, blending Market Lover ideas with those of the Democratizers. The institute’s founder Mao Yushi is a well-known advocate for free markets and an outspoken critic of Mao Zedong. Mao Yushi has also frequently offended Mao Lovers in recent years, who have called for a lawsuit against him.98 After the shutdown of the institute’s website, the English-language party-state publication “Global Times” criticized Mao Yushi sharply in an editorial. The online version of the editorial was retracted from the “Global Times” website only hours later, which might hint at the leadership’s ambivalence toward neoliberalism.99

At the time of writing this study, Market Lovers did not seem to enjoy much popular support. In the accompanying survey, a clear majority agreed with the statement that there is “too much free market” in China.100 Many survey participants answered “fairness,” “equality,” and “socialism,” when asked to name what they believed to be mainstream values. Yet many also listed “money” or “the economy” as mainstream values, pointing to the strong influence of materialism and capitalism on Chinese society (see figure 3.2). If getting rich is seen as a value, the CCP’s legitimacy will continue to depend on ensuring growth by all means, regardless of concerns over the negative side effects of market mechanisms. As one interviewed intellectual put it: “When money becomes an intrinsic value, then there is no way to put the brakes on.”101

3.3 CHINESE LIBERALISM: SIDELINED, BUT NOT SILENCED

Democratizers, Humanists and US Lovers are at the opposite end of the ideological spectrum to the nationalistic and paternalistic Flag Wavers. These ideological clusters promote universalism, pluralism, personal liberties and a laissez-faire approach to the economy. Their ideas pose the most direct challenge to the party-state’s legitimacy. Especially since the CCP issued “Document No. 9,” which denounced all concepts of political liberalism and human rights, they have been almost entirely excluded from the officially sanctioned discourse. But despite all this, they have not totally disappeared from online debates. Paradoxically, although some netizens harshly criticize these clusters as too “pro-Western,” many of their values and concepts, such as freedom and democracy, seem to enjoy popular support.
3.3.1 Democratizers, Humanists and US Lovers: the most pro-Western clusters

Democratizers are arguably the group with the clearest historical connection to political dissent in China. Representatives of what is known as the “liberal camp” (自由派) in Chinese online forums focus on the political dimension of liberalism as the solution to China’s problems. Many of them experienced or participated in the urban protest movement around Tiananmen Square in Beijing in 1989, and have never given up the quest for freedom of the press, judicial independence, political checks and balances, and competitive elections.

The US Lovers (美分) are closely related to this view, with the exception that they focus exclusively on the US American system as representing the above-mentioned liberal values. The Humanists, also called “Globalists” (全球派), take a broader perspective. They focus less on the desired political system and more on the need for a global society based on common values. They are similar to the Traditionalists in that they complain about moral decay as China’s core problem. Yet unlike the Traditionalists, they don’t propose a set of uniquely Chinese values to fill this vacuum, but instead promote universal values and human rights.

In the survey, the respondents who described themselves as attracted to liberal ideas seemed to hold the most positive attitudes towards globalization. People who said they felt close to one of the above clusters rated “the spread of Western values” more positively than the average, and tended to advocate “cultural liberalism.” The survey also showed that respondents who identify with one of these clusters tend to live in mostly urban regions with relatively high GDP per capita.

Rather than demanding systemic change, many followers of the liberal clusters today call for democratic reforms within the CCP (党内民主) as a more realistic way forward for China. At the same time, they worry that a lack of broader-based democratic experience could lead to populism and social unrest if the system were to collapse. They use the developments during the Arab Spring as an example of what can happen when citizens are suddenly liberated from autocratic regimes but have no experience with democracy. Their representatives also struggle with the election of the populist Donald Trump as US president, because they see it as exposing the flaws in the decision-making process in liberal democracies.

The party-state has moved to reduce the space available to these clusters, which it views as ideological antagonists. Attempts by Democratizers and Humanists to encourage more open discourse in schools and universities have been thwarted by the increased political control of these institutions under Xi Jinping. Many of the more outspoken inner-party reformers have been silenced. Journalists who worked for formerly more liberal publications have increasingly been replaced, such as the editorial board at the liberal journal Yanhuang Chunqiu (炎黄春秋) and similar outlets. At the same time, China’s authorities have cracked down on human rights and labor rights activists: more than 200 activists, lawyers and their relatives have been detained or interrogated since July 2015.

3.3.2 Ambiguous perceptions of “Western values”

While the party-state is unequivocal in its rejection of the liberal clusters, perceptions among the public are more complex. Overall, societal support for liberal or “Western” models of governance seems to have declined.

After the end of the Cultural Revolution and at the beginning of China’s economic reforms in 1978, a majority of Chinese saw political liberalization and modernization as inevitable, and Democratizers in particular had a big lobby for their ideas. The crackdown on the urban protest movement in 1989 dealt a severe blow to their ambitions. In the more recent past, the failed attempt to register an oppositional “Chinese Democratic Party” in 1998, as well as the publication of the liberal political manifesto “Charter 08” in 2008, which triggered heavy repression and led to the arrest of its key author and later Nobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo, were the last coordinated efforts to place China on the path of political liberalization. Fearing repression and political persecution, many followers of these clusters have left China in recent decades.
According to the Asian Barometer survey in 2002, 72 percent of more than 3100 Chinese participants responded that they viewed democratic systems as “always preferable to any other kind of government.” Nine years later, in 2011, only 52 percent expressed this view. Based on data from the latest Asian Barometer survey (conducted between 2014 and 2016), support for this statement has declined further to 41.5 percent. \(^{106}\) Of course, this change in attitude might have been caused by increased reticence to support democratic ideas in the aftermath of the crackdown on the authors of the “Charter 08.” \(^{107}\)

Even so, there is evidence that the increased skepticism of democratic systems among the Chinese public is at least in part genuine. Party-state media regularly report on quarreling and shouting members of Taiwan’s parliament, on social instability and poverty in the world’s largest democracy, India, and on allegedly corrupt or elitist politicians around the world, from Hillary Clinton to Donald Trump. \(^{108}\) Researchers from the Chinese Academy of Social Science (CASS) portray “liberal democracies” today as a mere cover for elitist-autocratic systems. While “Westerners” reflect on the malfunctioning of democratic systems, according to CASS, they still strive to export this model to the rest of the world, ignoring that the appeal of liberal democracy has faded. \(^{109}\)

On the economic side, capitalism is portrayed as suffering from deep-rooted, almost irremediable structural crises, leading to economic recessions, extreme income inequality and insufficient funding for education. Some Chinese authors, often belonging to the Equality Advocates cluster, believe that these disparities are the cause of rising populism, and they even blame liberal capitalist democracies for racial discrimination (e.g. against Native Americans and African-Americans in the United States). The authors argue that in such unequally structured societies, “true” democracy is impossible to achieve. \(^{110}\) Some even state that these “weaknesses” lead Western elites to fear and attack China as a competitor. \(^{111}\)

This perceived decline of Europe and the United States might explain the negative attributes respondents to our survey used to describe followers of these clusters. The US Lovers were accused of being opposed to the party-state or the nation. \(^{112}\) They were characterized as “worshipping foreign countries,” as intending to “smear China’s image,” or as “being in love with the US dollar.” \(^{113}\) The hostility increased when survey questions referred to the US Lovers by the derogatory term “Paving the Way Party” (带路党) instead of the more neutral “US Fans” (美分). The term was understood as referring to those who “pave the way for economically powerful nations,” and the representatives of this line of thought were labeled “traitors” and “spies.”

The extremely negative characterization of the liberal clusters contrasts with other results of the survey, in which 75 percent of respondents claimed to support the “spread of Western values.” Moreover, the terms “democracy” (民主), “freedom” (自由) and “the individual” (自己/个人/自我), were among the most frequently mentioned terms in responses to an open-ended question about “mainstream values” (主流价值观) (see also figure 3.3).
It would require a new research project to investigate what respondents associate with these values. For example, does the word “freedom” imply notions of liberation, self-development, democracy, or human rights? Or does it only refer to material choices as in the “freedom to buy,” a concept promoted by the party-state to boost domestic consumption?

The survey suggests that the understanding of “freedom” in China is contested. The majority of survey participants (54 percent) stated that there is “too little personal freedom” in current Chinese society. Yet the majority in the same sample agreed that individual rights ought to be suspended when it is in the national interest. Findings like these may suggest that many in China have accepted or embraced a paternalistic worldview that is indeed closer to the party-state ideology than to that of China’s beleaguered liberal clusters.

3.3.3 Liberals between isolation and radicalization

Support for liberal concepts of governance seems to have fallen to a record low in China since the beginning of reform and opening in the 1980s. The decline of this line of thought has its roots in the systemic repression of its proponents, in the rise of homegrown Chinese theories, which offer paternalistic alternatives to Western liberal democracy, as well as in the current crisis of confidence among Western democracies.

However, while the proponents of liberal ideas may have been marginalized, they have not been silenced. Netizens in favor of political liberalization continue to voice their opinions in online communities, though the increasingly harsh censorship has drastically reduced the space available to them and their visibility. For China’s leaders, finding the right balance is a tricky proposition.
If they push these groups further into isolated discursive spaces or echo chambers, they risk alienating them even further and potentially radicalizing them.

This potential for radicalization is likely to remain dormant as long as the system retains its current stability, but it could be mobilized against the CCP as soon as government policies lose their effectiveness and stop delivering results in times of political or economic crisis.

### 3.4 WHO IS UP AND WHO IS DOWN: THE SHIFTING POTENTIAL FOR MOBILIZATION

The overlapping and competing ideological clusters that shape China’s online debate space present opportunities as well as challenges for the CCP’s quest to unify public opinion behind a coherent party-state ideology. China’s relatively pluralistic online discourse can provide important insights into which clusters dominate in which issue areas. Chapter 4 will examine this dynamic in four case studies.

Despite Xi Jinping’s quest for a monist party-state ideology, many political and economic issues are still subject to internal disputes within the CCP. Therefore, controversial online debates help the CCP assess which arguments are more likely to gain popular support. Allowing them to unfold—within designated red lines—also puts the CCP in a position to identify potential supporters and opponents.

For now, Party Warriors and China Advocates are clearly supporters. The Party Warriors help to propagate the official party line and they respond swiftly to shifts if the party chooses to emphasize one argument or de-emphasize another. The China Advocates provide the CCP with the building blocks for the emerging definition of a “China Path.” The party benefits from the fact that new concepts and arguments emanating from China Advocate research institutions can be tested in online debates.

Allowing a certain degree of pluralism in online debates also makes it easier for China’s authorities to identify the level of dissident and its causes. At present, US Lovers, Democratizers and Humanists are the farthest removed from the party-state on the ideological spectrum. They are closely followed by the Market Lovers, as the party increasingly tries to distance itself from “western” economic concepts. These clusters are presently sidelined but not entirely suppressed, which allows the leadership to assess their level of societal support and potential threat to the party-state.

The other ideological clusters can be mobilized or even manipulated by the party-state in certain situations and based on certain issues. The Industrialists might be allies when it comes to promoting industrial policy. The Flag WAVers can be mobilized to defend China’s national interest in an international crisis. Mao Lovers and Traditionalists come in useful when the CCP seeks to present itself as the legitimate heir of an idealized version of China’s past.

But all of this could backfire if the mobilization turns against the party in times of crisis. An economic crisis, such as a drastic decline in growth as a result of state intervention, could lead to a resurgence of the Market Lovers, whereas a popular backlash against SOE reform could turn Equality Advocates and Mao Lovers against the party-state. All three clusters demand transparency and integrity of their officials, which would explain why the leadership assigns such high priority to its fight against corruption.

If the leadership is seen as unable to provide transparency and accountability, for example in responding to natural disasters or environmental or food scandals, this could also trigger a domestic political crisis, giving rise to the currently sidelined demands for more press freedom and political participation, if not democratic elections. In this case, a revival of the liberal clusters cannot be ruled out.

An international crisis could amplify those voices that are currently viewed as too radical by the CCP. An aggressive nationalism could end up not just pitting China against the rest of the world, it could also become a threat to China’s own leadership.
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**KEY FINDINGS**

- Nationalist arguments are common in online debates on foreign, economic, media and education policy. The notion of nationalism is, however, highly contested. A majority of the ideological clusters within Chinese society reject the party-state’s equation of “loving the country” (爱国) and “loving the party” (爱党).
- Anti-Western sentiments are not dominant in the analyzed social media debates. Broad public support for nationalism does not necessarily correlate with generally hostile sentiments towards the “West” or a rejection of “Western interference” in China.
- Discussions involving the “West” cover a broad range of topics, from the actions of Western governments and businesses to concepts like liberal democracy, media pluralism or neoliberalism.
- Chinese social media continue to provide diverse spaces for controversial political debates. The analysis of online debates provides insights into ideological cleavages within the CCP as well as within Chinese society.

Following the analysis of the CCP’s top-down effort to establish a unifying ideology (see chapter 2) and the mapping of different ideological clusters within society (see chapter 3), this chapter focuses on the interaction between top-down, party-state ideology and bottom-up ideological clusters. Social media debates in four key policy fields, namely foreign, economic, media and education policy, are analyzed with a special emphasis on the role of the “West” in arguments.

The political relevance of online debates in China has been widely acknowledged in recent years. Online platforms serve as important channels for information sharing, expression and even limited political participation in a system that makes this nearly impossible offline. In recent years, the CCP has started to control online debates more closely, and to manipulate them for its own purposes. This is illustrated both by the massive resources used for developing ever more sophisticated tools for social media data analysis, censorship and targeted public opinion control (see also chapter 2). Analyzing online debates is meaningful for thinking about China’s political future: they indicate not only what is still permissible to say in public, but also what people from different backgrounds feel confident to say, and in how far these discussions unfold independently from, or even outside of, CCP control.

Despite the retreat of many outspoken bloggers from Sina Weibo into closed, non-public forums like WeChat, our analysis of ideological clusters suggests that many political controversies are still fought out in the open, e.g. on publicly accessible online platforms. The social media platforms analyzed in this study offer diverse spaces for policy debates. They are neither CCP propaganda platforms nor one-sided ideological echo chambers belonging to a single societal cluster.

The case studies underlying this analysis were designed to test the above assumptions about both power relations within Chinese society and the prevalence of anti-Western sentiment in today’s China. Four controversies from the fields of foreign, political, economic and social policy (see figure 4.1) provide a broad, albeit not representative, picture of political discourse in Chinese social media. The specific cases were selected according to two criteria: they reflect open online controversies over issues of high relevance to the Communist Party and foreign actors dealing with China.
In Chapter 3 we looked at different ideological clusters. It is difficult to assess their size and influence. The following chapter tries to approach such an assessment by analyzing the relative importance and prevalence of arguments attributable to the respective clusters. The aim is to gain insight into the salience of certain clusters in important and controversial debates.

The selection criteria and methodology used to obtain and analyze data from six social media platforms are summarize in box 4.1.

4.1 FOREIGN POLICY, EDUCATION, MEDIA AND ECONOMICS: PARTY-STATE IDEOLOGY MEETS SOCIETAL RESISTANCE

The topics selected for our analysis touch upon issues that are politically sensitive for different reasons. Despite the undeniable bias caused by party-state censorship and active “guidance” of political discussions online, public debates surrounding all four topics display a wide variety of arguments that deviate from the official party-state line.

While the debates in all case studies display a high degree of controversy, lines of confrontation between different ideologies vary heavily depending on the policy field and issue at stake. In all four cases, the official party-state line came under heavy attack from different sides. However, the disagreement within and between ideological clusters prevented a clear alignment against the CCP ideology. A closer look at the four controversies also reveals the shifting boundaries and overlaps between the different ideological clusters in Chinese online debates.

4.1.1 Foreign policy debate: rejecting “irrational patriotism” in the KFC boycott

On July 12, 2016, an arbitration tribunal in The Hague rejected China’s claims to historic rights in the South China Sea. Many in China accused the United States of being behind the Philippines’ appeal to the tribunal as well as behind the ruling itself. Demonstrators gathered in front of restaurants belonging to US fast food chain KFC in several Chinese cities, calling for anti-American boycotts.\textsuperscript{122}
Some protesters tried to drum up nationwide support via social media. The success of this strategy was limited and instead it provoked a considerable backlash against "irrational patriotism" (不理智爱国主义). The boycotters' demands were spread across and discussed in all analyzed forums, but only found broader support among contributors to the radical militaristic forum Tiexue. The boycott calls did, however, lead to increasingly heated debate in all analyzed forums, eventually causing top-level party-state media outlets (Xinhua and People's Daily) to intervene by warning protesters against illegal behavior and urging "rational patriotism." This illustrates the continued potential of online forums to provide netizens with a certain bottom-up agenda-setting power (see figure 4.2).

### Method of analysis of social media debates: data crawling and manual coding

Data for the case studies was crawled from the most famous microblogging site Sina Weibo, as well as from five other forums based on identical keywords for each case (see appendix, available as a separate download on the MERICS website). The forums were selected a) due to their accessibility for open data crawling and b) to include forums with different sizes and ideological leanings.

From the complete dataset for each forum, the 20 most influential posts (with lengths varying between a few lines up to several pages) in terms of reach and debate intensity were selected ("Top 20" posts) for each debate on Weibo, Tianya, Maoyan and Tiexue for in-depth analysis (totaling 320 posts). In addition, we selected all posts from Guanchazhe and Gongshiwang that contributed to the same debate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Reasons for selection &amp; assumed ideological leaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weibo (2009)</td>
<td>Most popular and most influential microblogging platform, continues to be widely used across the ideological spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianya Luntan (1999)</td>
<td>One of the oldest and most popular bulletin board system websites (120 million registered users); broad range of topics and viewpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maoyan kanren (2000)</td>
<td>Most prominent bulletin board system for liberal viewpoints; strong focus on political topics; relatively small number of users (1.1 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiexue luntan (2001)</td>
<td>Most prominent nationalist bulletin board system (10 million registered users); strong focus on political topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanchazhe (2009)</td>
<td>Left-leaning news website, strong focus on international affairs, translates articles from foreign media on China; said to have official support as CEO was prominent journalist at former party-state media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gongshiwang (2010)</td>
<td>Liberal-leaning website but also discussion platform for different ideologies, taken offline in October 2016, posts were still accessible via search engines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These posts were coded according to different categories including their authors, ideological leaning, and sentiment towards the CCP, China and the "West" (see appendix).

This analysis sought to identify common lines of argument, their stance vis-à-vis official party-state positions in the respective policy field, and their attitudes towards both the Chinese nation and "the West."

Additional background research on the authors of top articles helped to match them with ideological clusters. Institutional accounts of Communist Party organs (such as the Communist Youth League's Weibo account) and retweets of party-state media articles were considered part of the party-state ideology. The most influential authors were categorized as "Public Discussion Leaders."
The 2016 KFC boycott as an example of bottom-up agenda-setting

Online clashes between nationalists and universalists trigger party-state media intervention

Sequence of events
- Various calls to "boycott KFC" on social media
- Opposition to boycotts on social media
- Heated debates, nationalists vs. universalists
- Intervention of party-state media
- Debate in social media ebbs off

Party-state outlets
- People's Daily: Love for the country should not be muddled love.
- Communist Youth League: Boycotters are in fact U.S.-loving public intellectuals trying to make patriotism look bad.
- Xinhua: Boycotts is not love for the country.
- Xiakedao: In the name of resisting foreign infiltration, boycotters are resisting own peers.
- Hu Xijin (Global Times editor): Eating at KFC has nothing to do with nationalism.

Arguments in social media debates
- Don’t go to KFC, show your patriotic hearts!
- Boycotts hurt Chinese economy the most.
- These boycotters are manipulated by nationalist ideology.
- It’s unfair to attack nationalism because of some boycotters.
- Patriotism must be rational; it is not patriotic to break the law.
- Boycotts are engineered by liberal intellectuals.

Source: Analysis of posts on Weibo, Tiexue Luntan, Tianya Luntan, Maoyan Kanren
The majority of the authors of trending posts rejected the KFC boycotts as harmful to China. Some ridiculed the protesters, others demanded that they be punished. The popular argument that the radical boycotters did harm to China was presented in different ways within the nationalist clusters, and was often associated with calls for the government to take a tough stance on the protesters:

“[These] supposedly ‘patriotic’ feelings only serve to vent personal discontent, or to suppress economic competitors by illegally taking advantage of nationalistic sentiments.” (15, 18/07/2016, Tianya)

“Chinese people who become violent out of nationalistic fervor need to go to jail to make China more civilized.” (54, 21/07/2016, Maoyan)

Another blogger, active on Tianya and Maoyan, argued that the furious protesters impeded China’s "great rejuvenation" (中华民族伟大复兴) more than any outside forces:

“We need to boycott these idiots so the nation can rise again.” (13, 19/07/2016, Tianya)

In his posts, this blogger used standard anti-Western terms like "Western enemy forces" (西方敌对势力), or "intruders" (侵略者), and CCP propaganda terms like national "rejuvenation" (民族复兴). At the same time, he criticized radical nationalists for their stupidity and low "personal quality" (素质). This also shows how opposition to the boycotters, who are decried as "traitor-nationalists" (爱国贼), is compatible with deriding party-state terms like "national rejuvenation" and rejecting the "West" in the same breath. Other frequent lines of attack include derogatory comparisons between boycotters and the anti-Western Boxer movement (义和团), or even criticism of the entire Chinese population as backward and uncivilized:

“We really need to rethink our concept of nationalism and come up with something new. Protests like these KFC boycotts recall the Boxer uprisings and have achieved nothing but harm in the past 100 years. We need concepts that nurture civilized, progressive, law-abiding citizens.” (51, 18/07/2016, Maoyan)

Very different argumentative approaches are also visible among CCP-affiliated actors. The official party-state media Xinhua and People's Daily tried to calm down the debate by stating that "torturing oneself is not loving the country" (折腾自己不是爱国). But just days before, the Communist Youth League (CYL) had stoked rather than soothed the discussion. Instead of defending the boycotters, the CYL's official Weibo account asserted that "US-loving intellectuals" (美分公知) had posed as radical KFC boycotters with the aim of giving "honest patriots" in China a bad name. The CYL thus engaged in the very kind of rumor-driven and emotional debate the leadership usually tries to avoid. This conspiracy theory became quite popular within the ranks of Party Warriors, undermining the CCP's aim of keeping such controversies at a low-key level.

Instead, the usually outspoken editor-in-chief of the Party-approved nationalist newspaper Global Times, Hu Xijin, chose to diminish the relevance of the boycotts by stating that he "bought KFC today because this has nothing to do with patriotism.”

The universalists (Humanists, US Lovers and Democratizers) often refrained from criticizing the boycotters, but did attack the political context that led to and tolerated such protests – including the allegedly biased Chinese police forces:

“These troublemakers are breaking the law in the name of ‘patriotism’ [...] Why did the police turn a blind eye? If it had been us protesting, they would have known in advance and done something about it. These boycotters are not real patriots, but heavily brainwashed relics of the cultural revolution, stupid ‘Flag Wavers.’” (30, 19/07/2016, Maoyan)
Another popular Humanist author on Maoyan went even further by openly attacking the Chinese leadership in a statement going far beyond what could normally be voiced publicly in China:

“I am almost as annoyed by people talking about ‘real patriotism’ as I am of boycott-idiots because ‘loving the country’ itself is meaningless and stupid; it’s just a weapon to beat others up. [...] The term ‘foreign hostile forces’ is used by dictatorships to make idiots feel unsafe and divert attention away from the fact that they are living in a dictatorship.” (47, 20/07/2016, Maoyan repost)

The debate over anti-foreign boycotts confirms the agenda-setting power of ideologically motivated citizens in online debates over China’s foreign relations. This analysis suggests that it is not hot-blooded nationalists alone, but also clashes between different nationalistic ideological clusters as well as between nationalists and universalists that can present challenges to the party-state line. The diverging lines of argument show that there continues to be an open debate over the type and degree of nationalism suitable for the Chinese nation and society.

4.1.2 Education debate: academics denounce CCP demand to ban “Western values”

The education debate is the most obvious example of an attempted top-down exploitation of anti-Western sentiment to crack down on liberal ideas and distract from internal problems in China. However, the effort to do just that, spearheaded by Education Minister Yuan Guiren, generated a significant online backlash from across the ideological spectrum.

In January 2015, a commentary in a party journal aggressively targeted liberal academics after President Xi Jinping had called for better “ideological guidance” of teachers and students. Education Minister Yuan translated Xi’s words into proposals for a general ban on spreading “Western values” in the Chinese education system, sparking protracted online controversy and fierce backlash from high profile academics. Several reformist professors from leading universities in China exposed the internal contradictions in the Minister’s statement.

A renowned liberal law professor at Peking University first informed the public of Yuan’s intentions on Weibo. Another professor from Shanghai University wrote a long article for the BBC’s Chinese website, which was then reposted and widely discussed on Maoyan and other forums. The author provocatively questioned Minister Yuan about the inherently “Western” nature of China’s entire university system and education policy, not to mention the Western origin of Marxist orthodoxy. This view was supported by a professor from Renmin University, a so-called “Big V” (a blogger with a verified account and a substantial number of followers – over 800,000) on Weibo.

The professor demanded that China’s education policy address the much more urgent problem of the low quality of Chinese universities rather than engaging in “nit-picking discussions” over students’ beliefs.

“No Chinese talents will be fostered with a ‘closed door policy’ [...] the rich and powerful will still send their children abroad to study.” (82, 31/01/2015, Tianya)

In addition to this scholarly critique, party-state articles on Yuan’s proposals, which were reposted on forums, received overwhelmingly negative feedback. Uncensored comments to a Xinhua article on the forum Tianya included questions and sarcastic comments such as: “Are we back in 1989?” “The education minister needs education,” or “Are we in North Korea?”

Elite professors affiliated with universalist clusters were not the only ones who attacked Yuan for his comments. A typical representative of the China Advocate cluster agreed with the minister’s observation that “Western” values have too much influence in China. The author blamed failed government education policies, such as the “1,000 talent program,” that idealize Western education systems instead of building confidence in Chinese approaches:

“There are many who admire Western values, but few who think independently [...] If China’s whole education system is only about catching up with US benchmarks, it’s no wonder China lacks its own path to education development.” (113, 06/02/2015, Tianya)
Even fervent nationalist Flag Wavers who support the idea of banning “Western” values from Chinese schools and universities criticized Yuan for “talking the talk, not walking the walk.” But since Flag Waver contributions only accounted for eight percent of top posts in this debate, it can hardly be argued that radical nationalists push the party-state towards more radical anti-Western education policy.

Education policy is an important and potentially dangerous field for the ruling party because it affects almost every family. There is a visible conflict between the goals of internationalization (apparent at an individual level with rising numbers of Chinese willing to attend school and university abroad) and the emphasis on ideological orthodoxy. This debate exemplifies the high potential for controversy around educational curricula. Party-state actors supported by Flag Wavers and sometimes Mao Lovers and Traditionalists have repeatedly pushed for increased orthodoxy in recent years. Both universalists and a number of China Advocates, however, portray the CCP’s anti-Western rhetoric as a tactical move to distract people’s attention from the many deficiencies in China’s own education system.

4.1.3 Media debate: legitimizing party-state media control to deter “foreign” influence

The media policy debate was sparked by the well-known public intellectual and real estate tycoon Ren Zhiqiang, who has 30 million followers on Weibo. He criticized party-state leader Xi Jinping’s remarks that “the party media needs to bear the surname ‘party’” (党媒姓党). “Since when did the people’s government change its name to the party’s government?” asked Ren, “doesn’t the party’s money come from its members’ fees?” In a second post he declared “when all the media are working for something other than the people’s interest, people are left behind and forgotten.”

Ren’s posts garnered considerable support all over the Chinese internet, and they were quickly deleted, along with his entire Weibo account. Three days later, party-state media started to attack Ren, a CCP member, on the grounds that he had violated party discipline. According to the CCP statute, cadres are not allowed to “criticize the party center” (妄议中央).

The focus on Ren as a person and a CCP member rather than on an official defense of Xi’s remarks was very likely a deliberate choice, made with the goal of laying down the red lines for this debate. Numerous Party Warriors subsequently criticized Ren for his disloyalty to the party. However, representatives of other ideological clusters ignored the Chinese leadership’s attempt to guide public opinion by focusing on the alleged wrongdoing of Ren Zhiqiang, instead using his controversial comments as a starting point for discussion of the role of the media.

Humanists and Democratizers engaged in the debate by calling for media freedom. Apart from considering it a value in itself, some of them also stressed freedom of speech as a precondition for successful political and economic modernization.

“However, what we need is not a machine, but the ability to be truly free and to think independently and – for society, for the country, for every individual – to create an environment of freedom of decision and freedom of criticism. As long as there is no environment of academic freedom, you can spend as much money as you want, the results will be nothing more than a copy shop.” (146, 20/2/2016, Tianya)

Netizens expressed their support for freedom of speech in the form of comments in posts on Weibo accounts run by foreign organizations (see box 4.2). These posts steered clear of the ongoing debate in China, but drew attention to international events in honor of freedom of the press.

But even representatives of ideological clusters closer to the party-state line disagreed with overly strong control of the media. The China Advocates emphasized that, above all, the media should first serve the interests of the people.

“Some people with malicious intentions only stress that the ‘media has to follow the party,’ deliberately pitting the party against the people. But the party is an institution that serves the people. Party members are the servants of the people, the media has to follow the party, but even more the people.” (170, 28/2/2016, Weibo)
Another representative of the China Advocates argued that excessive media control may lead to cover-ups of events like environmental disasters:

“In many places, after an environmental pollution incident, they [the subnational authorities] wished for a ‘blackout’ (灯下黑), thus many local media could not report. I think this is another kind of social ‘smog!’ Right now, you maybe don’t have the desire to be informed. But if one day you become a victim and you hope the media stands up for your rights, the media may already have lost this function.” (158, 7/3/2016, Weibo)

Mao Lovers and Equality Advocates were the only ones who supported more party-state control over the media. If the press were to be privatized, they argued, capitalist owners of media companies would easily misuse their influence and produce distorted, or even false, information to protect their business interests. This would end up harming the Chinese people and the nation. Authors from these two clusters also pointed to media conglomerates in the “West” to support their argument.

Support of stricter media controls, however, does not necessarily equate to support of China’s official media policy. Both Mao Lovers and Equality Advocates denounced the current mainstream news media for focusing on scandals and gossip. They also criticized the Chinese government for failing to protect patriotic viewpoints and national heroes from online criticism:

“The decay of certain media […] what kind of news is broadcast all day long? Such-and-such a star married, got divorced or had an affair […] and we are in a very weak position to express our opinion publicly. When we publish patriotic speech, traitors call us ‘angry youth’ (愤青), patriotic extremists […]” (181, 26/2/2016, Tiexue)

As this debate shows, the role of the media is highly contested among ideological clusters. There is no clear-cut division between advocates and opponents of a free press. Therefore, any change in media policy, or any larger media policy-related event might trigger a controversy that could increase pressure on the CCP to deliver more substantial arguments.
Concerning the potential to mobilize anti-Western standpoints, it was interesting to note that even the Mao Lovers did not denounce the general idea of freedom of speech as a “Western value.” The rejection of the “West” and the destructive impact of “foreign enemy forces” (境外敌对势力) in this media policy debate was limited to criticism of capitalism.

“Can you find any praise of Mao Zedong Thought in the West, or anything unmasking the evil of capitalist media corporations? [...] Don’t be fooled by this talk about freedom of speech.” (201, 28/2/2016, Tianya)

The debate on the role of the media illustrates that societal ideological clusters challenge and successfully circumvent attempts to guide and unify public opinion through narrow, top-down interpretations of events or developments. In this case study, Humanists and Democratizers, but also China Advocates and Mao Lovers shifted the focus of the debate from the potential wrongdoings of one person to a systematic discussion of the role of the media in today’s China.

4.1.4 Economic policy: intra-party divisions spark clashes over future course of reform

For many years, economic policy was a subject that could be discussed quite openly in China. Since early 2015, however, tightened controls and sanctions against economic news outlets and journalists, as well as tighter ideological restrictions at universities, have significantly reduced the space for open criticism of government policies. In this context, the economic policy debate selected for our analysis stands out for being triggered by the appearance of open inner-party division in party-state media, which subsequently encouraged many academics, journalists and other netizens to discuss China’s economic path. The debate was loaded with strong ideological connotations and frequent anti-CCP sentiments.

On May 9, 2016, the People’s Daily published an interview with an unnamed “authoritative person” within the CCP leadership who openly criticized current government policies and predicted a long-term recession in the Chinese economy. The solution suggested by the “authoritative person” was to implement bold supply-side reforms instead of stimulating growth through excessive credit growth.

In the interview, this anonymous representative of the Chinese leadership admitted for the first time that China’s economy might lose momentum. Thereby, he broke a taboo: party-state media are not allowed to discuss the possibility of an economic slump. The interview, which seemed to reveal disagreement within the leadership, fueled existing economic controversies on social media.

Emboldened by the top-level criticism of China’s current development path, many social media commentators predicted an even stronger decline in economic growth than the “authoritative person”:

“The policy goal of 6.5-7 percent is far too high. [...] Without a financial crisis, we can maybe reach about 4.5 percent over the next 10 years. But under the pressure of exaggerated policy goals, nobody and no policy can attain any results without destroying the underlying basis of our future.” (287, 21/07/2016, Maoyan)

In comparison with the other policy fields, this debate was most clearly dominated by disagreements between university professors of different ideological leanings. Besides the usual divide among economists over whether supply-side reforms or stimulation of demand are the better recipes for China’s economic development, these professors held diverging views on the influence of “Western” scholarship in Chinese debates. One famous economist even criticized the “use of Western economic theory to solve China’s problems” in a controversial essay on Maoyan.

“This authoritative figure’s comment is a typical example of using Western economists’ arguments to try and solve China’s problems [...]. But if you fully apply Western economists’ ideas of macroeconomic regulation, China’s economy will inevitably collapse.” (242, 17/06/2016, Maoyan)
However, rather than echoing officially sanctioned anti-Western lines of argument, several Mao Lovers and Equality Advocates (most of them well-known economics professors) combined their assault on “Western” neoclassical theories with sharp criticism of CCP economic policies:

“The authoritative figure’s ideas are outdated [...] the Chinese cannot afford to wait until ‘new drivers’ get to work. [...] All government-affiliated economists are steered and corrupted by US economic thought.” (239, 20/05/2016, Maoyan)

The suggestion of supply-side reforms from within the inner party circle triggered a renewed clash in social media between advocates of free market policies and those of paternalistic state control. Moreover, almost all social media comments other than those by official party-state actors also displayed highly critical attitudes towards the current development model and Prime Minister Li Keqiang’s economic policies. Party Warriors cheerleading for the official CCP line made up only four percent of all comments, while neoliberal defenders of free market policies and supply-side reform (Market Lovers) were most strongly represented (28 percent) in this online debate.

The Market Lovers’ positions reflect mainstream ideas in Western economics. In China, these positions are mostly voiced by economic and business journalists rather than by scholars. A line of argument that unites Market Lovers and Humanists bluntly attacks the “unreasonable” tightening of censorship, claiming that these measures distort the information base of Chinese economists and thus prevent meaningful discussion on economic policies.

Overall, the rather technical questions at the heart of the authoritative person’s public critique are eclipsed by a more fundamental ideological clash over China’s future economic development. The simultaneous disagreement of Market Lovers and Mao Lovers – originating from the two opposing ends of the spectrum on economic issues – with current government policies points to a potential danger for the CCP’s economic policy: the leadership risks either completely alienating one of the two clusters or simultaneously dissatisfying both if it continues its “muddle through” approach to economic reform.

Netizens are critical of China’s current economic development model
4.2 WHO SETS THE TONE? PARTY-STATE ACTORS WIN BY NUMBERS, NOT BY ARGUMENTS

The party-state ideological line dominates most debates in terms of the quantity of posts. Besides official party-state actors, Party Warriors contribute to spreading the party’s voice across all online forums, mainly by reposting party-state media articles.

According to our analysis of the Top 20 most influential posts per forum and case, the combined share of party-state-affiliated posts and posts by Party Warriors amplifying the CCP line averages at more than a third of all posts (see figure 4.3).

This share, which peaks at 56 percent in the media policy debate, shows the dominance of party-state voices on social media, but at the same time it still leaves enough room for diverse opinions.

The high number of debate participants who are not affiliated with the party-state, as well as the large number of arguments that deviate from or openly contradict the official line, are even more remarkable in light of the highly asymmetric censorship of Sina Weibo in particular. This can be illustrated by comparing the non-censored dataset with censored posts in the education debate made available by Weiboscope. An analysis of the most popular censored posts on Weibo confirms that most of them were deleted for defying then education minister Yuan Guiren and other party members who had openly denounced “Western values” in Chinese education. Apart from many personal allegations that Yuan’s son and family benefitted economically from a new set of ideologically purified textbooks, several bloggers also referred to Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening policy to counter the CCP’s current anti-Western narratives. The fact that no such arguments could be found among the uncensored posts shows just how sensitive CCP censors have become to arguments exposing contradictions within the party-state ideology.

Moreover, the considerable quantitative presence of official and unofficial party-state voices in uncensored online content does not mean that they generally succeed in setting the agenda of policy debates. Most discussions sparked by party-state articles reposted on social media
Chapter 4

Ideological diversity despite party-state dominance
Share of ideological clusters among posts across all forums and debates

Defensive universalists and stronger, but divided nationalists

Notwithstanding the varying alignments of different clusters presented in section 4.1, there is a broad divide between universalists (Humanists, US Lovers, Democratizers) on the one hand and nationalists (Flag wavers, China Advocates, Party Warriors, Mao Lovers) on the other, with very little common ground.

The voice of universalists is weaker, but more homogenous compared to the nationalists. Support for the universality of fundamental rights and values or calls for the respect of international standards are two very common topics among universalists. In all four debates, representatives of the universalist cluster were unified in their rejection of nationalist arguments and party-state rhetoric, but rarely dared to voice and discuss their own visions for China’s development and role in the world. Furthermore, the weak presence of US Lovers in the debate could be explained in light of the chaotic US election campaign in 2016, which made it difficult to uphold the US political system as a role model.¹³⁵
“Loving the country” does not equal “loving the party”

The presence of nationalists (China Advocates, Flag Wavers, Mao Lovers) in the debates confirms the contested notion of nationalism. On the militaristic forum Tiexue, nationalist netizens fight most of the heated debates among themselves without a strong visible influence of party-state actors or even CCP ideology. Most patriotic or nationalist comments by netizens are unrelated to the CCP’s anti-Western lines of argument presented above (see chapter 2). Moreover, the CCP’s active promotion of “rational nationalism” (理性爱国主义 or 理智爱国) to bolster its own legitimacy does not equate to societal support for the Chinese nation or nationalist attitudes.

Across all topics, criticism of the party-state line is much more common than criticism of China or the Chinese nation (figure 4.5). Nationalism in the sense of “loving the country” (爱国) is clearly a mainstream value in online debates. Even within the clusters at the universalist end of the spectrum, only a minority express negative views of China (33 percent of Democratizers, 20 percent of US Lovers and only 14 percent of Humanists), whereas a majority of universalist posts are critical of the party-state line or CCP policies (100 percent of Democratizers, 60 percent of US Lovers and 41 percent of Humanists). Moreover, the few authors who explicitly reject “love of the country” or criticize the “Chinese nation” are fiercely criticized by other online commentators.

But even if direct criticism of the CCP is rare within the nationalist cluster (peaking at nine percent among Flag Wavers in our sample), understandings of “love of the country” deviate in important ways from the official line in most posts. The role of the Flag Wavers deserves particular attention. While their total share of posts across all four debates is only 10 percent, their calls for a more aggressive type of Chinese nationalism – which challenges the CCP’s calls for being “rational” – are very vocal in the foreign policy debate, and they comprise roughly one third (32 percent) of the most influential posts.

Despite tighter restrictions on freedom of expression online, discussion platforms continue to exist in 2017 and provide space for political debates among and across different ideological clusters. Due to huge political pressure, Weibo has mostly degenerated into a channel of ranting and cynicism. But Chinese netizens still use other online political forums to exchange opinions. The quantitative impact of these smaller scale online forums is limited in comparison to the most active Weibo period. But debates on the specialized political forums tend to be better informed and are conducted in a more serious manner.
Box 4.3

Public Discussion Leaders: alternative voices to party-state ideology

We identified a total of 88 Public Discussion Leaders (PuDLs) in all four debates. Of these, 69 could be matched with one of the ideological clusters (see appendix). Some Public Discussion Leaders affect the debate by simply copying and pasting posts from other media. This is true for many anonymous accounts belonging to Party Warriors.

Academics, professors and journalists, however, post their own analyses and opinions and are able to initiate new debates that then attract comments. They might also add their opinion to an ongoing debate or – albeit rarely – provide new information.

The identified PuDLs come from four different backgrounds:

- **Professors and teachers from (mostly elite) universities**

  Many renowned professors from elite universities, but also a number of secondary school teachers, have their own Weibo accounts, which allows them to directly reach out to followers and be heard in public debates.

- **Journalists (from both party-state and private media) posting in a private capacity**

  Most journalists of party-state media outlets act primarily as Party Warriors, but journalists from private media tend to take a more nuanced and often more critical stance toward the CCP in debates.

- **Anonymous accounts owned by Party Warriors**

  Party Warriors are the group with the most anonymous authors. Two types of Party Warrior accounts can be distinguished: long-term, multiple-issue accounts vs. ad hoc accounts only created for the purpose of one debate. The Communist Youth League’s verified Weibo account played a peculiar role in the Foreign Policy debate.

- **Celebrities (Big Vs) with some influence on policy debates**

  “Big Vs” (大V) are mainly apolitical celebrities, but some prominent independent bloggers continue to voice criticism of the party-state line and defend universalist positions in value debates, especially on the forum Maoyan.

---

**Party Warriors prefer to stay anonymous while Humanists use real names**

Public Discussion Leaders in the four case studies, by ideological cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Real Name</th>
<th>Anonymous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Party Warriors</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flag Wavers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party-state ideology</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanists</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratizers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Lovers</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Advocates</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao Lovers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Lovers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality Advocates</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditionalists</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Anonymous* refers to nicknames, while *real names* could be linked to verified accounts or existing online identities (with given ages and professions as well as, sometimes, a picture).
4.3 ANTI-WESTERN SENTIMENT IN ONLINE DEBATES REMAINS FRAGMENTED AND CONTROVERSIAL

In light of our initial assumption that the CCP strives to establish a distinctly Chinese ideological alternative to allegedly “Western” ideas and influence, the permeation of anti-Western sentiments in social media debates is of particular relevance for assessing societal acceptance of the CCP’s ideological framework.

As official propaganda tends to portray the “West” as a single and coherent entity, it is important to differentiate between different uses of the term “Western” (西方). Table 4.1 provides an overview of different types of anti-Western sentiments as well as common pro-Western counterarguments used in the four policy debates.

The strategy of blaming the “West” to detract from domestic problems is only partially successful

Since 2016, CCP propaganda strategists and party-state media have sought to systematically exploit the apparent internal crises of liberal democracies with the goal of making the Chinese system look more attractive in comparison. The strong correlation found between positive attitudes towards the party-state line and negative attitudes towards the “West” supports the
assumption that those in favor of the party-state line are also more likely to hold anti-Western views.\textsuperscript{138}

Outright chauvinist claims of the inherent superiority of the Chinese nation or Chinese people were far less common and only noticeable in the foreign policy debate.

Some representatives of the nationalist clusters, ranging from Mao Lovers to Flag Wavers, used criticism of Western systems as a strategy to voice their views on Chinese politics more openly. The focus of the foreign policy and education debates in particular suggests that references to the “West” mainly serve as a foil for discussing issues of more direct concern to China (see also table 4.1).

Direct criticism of “Western” notions by party-state actors often backfired as it caused many netizens to point out the lack of a better Chinese alternative. This is particularly true for the media and education debates, where the rejection of liberal (“Western”) media pluralism or “Western values” in education triggered a debate about the quality of China’s education system. Netizens clearly saw through the strategy of using anti-Western sentiments to distract attention from domestic problems:

“If you blame the government for food poisoning or having your house demolished, you are labeled a Western hostile force […] What’s scary about these fervent nationalists is not their ignorance but their disregard for their own lives, which is why they are so eager to go to war.” (37, 17/07/2016, Maoyan)

Many commentators also point out the inconsistency and hypocrisy behind many nationalistic expressions of anti-Western sentiment. For example, several netizens disseminating calls for a boycott of KFC via their (US made) iPhones were widely ridiculed on social media. Other opponents of anti-Western boycotts pointed to the impossibility of distinguishing between Chinese and foreign products in a globalized economy, or argued that boycotting supposedly foreign goods would hurt the Chinese economy the most:

“A nation that only ever refers to its 5,000 years of history and refuses to learn from the positive spirit of other nations will go nowhere. We don’t have to boycott US or Japanese products; we have to boycott idiots.” (28, 14/07/2016, Maoyan)

Interestingly, several of the most influential posts in the foreign policy debate also attack Chinese nationalists’ double standards by arguing that they should vent their anger on Russia instead, or even define Russia, rather than the United States, as China’s real enemy:

“So, these [anti-American] boycotters are free to break the law and do what they like? […] On what basis should they be allowed to demonstrate against the United States, but not against Russia? […] Protest a country that has never occupied Chinese territory is considered patriotism, but protesting against Russia which has annexed large parts of Chinese territory is considered stirring up trouble?” (31, 19/07/2016, Maoyan)

“Russia, not the United States, is China’s enemy. […] it was Russia that insisted on its claims to Mongolian territory and cut a big chunk out of China, a quarter of its territory.” (37, 17/07/2016, Maoyan)

These posts point to a significant weakness in the CCP strategy of targeting “foreign” or “Western hostile forces” (境外/西方敌对势力) in a quest to fight the influence of liberal democratic ideas and values in China. This strategy is based on the logic that fostering nationalistic sentiments and exposing negative aspects of the US political system or foreign policy will trigger a rejection of liberal democratic values by association. But such nationalistic and xenophobic sentiments could just as well be directed against other autocratic systems, with potentially undesirable consequences for the party-state itself.\textsuperscript{139}
4.4 THE “WEST” IS ONLY AN IMPORTANT CONCEPT FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO DENOUNCE IT

The case studies revealed a high degree of controversy regarding values and ideas sometimes referred to as “Western.” Direct references to the “West” are less prevalent than could be expected given the conscious selection of case studies. Although all debates implicitly or explicitly touched upon China’s position with regard to “the West,” direct discussion of Western countries or supposed “Western” influence in China was present in less than half (42 percent) of analyzed posts. Roughly 60 percent of these used the term “Western” (西方) with negative connotations or to denounce developments abroad, while only 14 percent used it with positive associations. However, these numbers must be viewed with caution: While active support for “Western” ideas is indeed rare, anti-Western arguments are frequently rejected by other netizens, especially in forum comment sections. But as “universal values” (普世价值) are not necessarily associated with the “West” by their proponents, they do not appear in the statistics above.

The analysis of social media debates thus confirms the survey findings presented in chapter 3: broad support for nationalism should not be equated with generally hostile sentiments towards the “West” or the rejection of perceived “Western interference” in China. Warnings from government organizations against “hostile enemy forces” do not seem to have permeated social media debates. Instead, debates over “Western” influence in China mostly serve as a foil for Chinese discussions about the country’s own path.
5. Conclusion: CCP ideology, “Western values” and China’s political future
5. Conclusion: CCP ideology, “Western values” and China’s political future

This study set out to assess the CCP’s endeavor to promote China’s political system as an alternative to “Western values” and “Western systems.” Our result is mixed: The party-state has set up the hardware for its ideological dominance. But up to now, the Chinese government has neither succeeded in fostering broad-based societal acceptance nor in eliminating competing ideologies from the online public sphere.

As analyzed in chapter 2, the party-state under Xi Jinping has intensified its quest to construct an encompassing ideology, the “China Path,” as an ultimate source of legitimacy and purpose for the CCP. The aim of this “China Path” is to provide an alternative to “Western,” meaning liberal, political and economic, orders (see chapter 2).

So far, the CCP has focused its efforts on putting the “hardware” of this ideological campaign in place: it employs new popular language and propaganda formats and uses new channels for distribution.

The party-state has stepped up the pressure on the media, education and entertainment sectors (through campaigns, legislation and arrests) to discourage and sanction deviations from this ideological conformity.

The content of the “China Path,” however, remains eclectic and vague. The CCP has only stated clearly what its ideology should not include: the so-called “Western values.”

As chapter 3 has shown, the CCP’s attempt to build a unifying ideology clashes with the fragmentation of public online opinion, especially within the urban middle class. During our survey and analysis of the online space, we identified 11 ideological clusters which display varying degrees of deviation from (and sometimes opposition to) the party-state ideology. Many ideological clusters express basic support for a unique model for China’s future, but disagree on the specifics of a distinctly Chinese socio-economic and political order. Whereas this provides the CCP with an opportunity to watch and act on potential opponents and allies, it illustrates the ongoing challenge of streamlining all these opinions.

Besides, the “West” remains far more attractive for China’s population than the CCP might be prepared to accept. Even though respondents to our survey provided negative characterizations of the liberal ideological clusters, a majority supported the “spread of Western values” and held a very favorable view of the United States and Europe.

In the public debates on foreign affairs, economics, media and education, which were analyzed in chapter 4, support for the party-state line was prominently expressed, but did not dominate. Support for nationalism was common, but the specific concepts and expressions of nationalism were not. A majority of the ideological clusters rejected the party-state’s equation that “loving the country” means “loving the party.” Also, discussions involving the “West” remained diverse: anti-Western sentiments did not dominate in the analyzed policy debates. Broad societal support for nationalism can thus not be equated with hostile sentiments towards the “West” or fears of “Western interference,” which the CCP attempts to stoke.

**LOOKING AHEAD: THE POTENTIAL FOR COMPLETE IDEOLOGICAL CONTROL AND ANTI-WESTERN NATIONALISM**

The results of this study seem reassuring for liberal democracies, at least for now. Potentially disruptive developments within the People’s Republic like a major economic crisis or environmental catastrophe and a highly volatile international environment – given the tensions around North Korea or the South China Sea – might rapidly change the picture.

Therefore, it is important to analyze the dynamics that could change the current trajectory in favor of a more effective penetration and a broader acceptance of the CCP’s “China Path” within Chinese society and perhaps even beyond China’s borders.
Consequently, we need to ask two questions:

1. Following our analysis of the CCP’s efforts to form a unified ideology, what is the likelihood of complete and centralized ideological control of Chinese society by the CCP?
2. Following Beijing’s goal of rejecting “Western systems” and values, what is the likelihood of a rise in anti-Western nationalism within the PRC?

The concluding parts of this study will address these two questions by looking at recent developments, by analyzing possible triggers as well as facilitating and constraining factors, and by assessing the possible consequences if the potential becomes a reality. The aim of this analysis is to prepare the liberal Western publics to imagine the challenges that would arise from an increasingly ideologically aggressive and closed-off China that might become openly hostile towards liberal democracies in the West.

**WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF COMPLETE AND CENTRALIZEDIDEOLOGICAL CONTROL?**

As China moves into Xi Jinping’s second term, the totalitarian potential of the country’s future development has been pointed out by various scholars and observers. Focusing on ideology, this would mean an increased effort by the CCP to reach into all areas of life, including the private sphere, either through coercive measures or through more subtle mechanisms of manipulation and persuasion. Box 5.1 provides an overview of several “red flags” that would indicate a transition towards much more intrusive, coercive and all-encompassing ideological controls.

### Box 5.1

**“Red flags”: indicators of a transition to centralized and complete ideological control**

- Official regulations demanding ideological conformity not only from party members, but also from non-members and normal citizens
- Mass mobilization for public displays of loyalty and denunciations of “enemies”
- Frequent, mandatory ideology study sessions for every citizen
- Promoting a high-volume cult around the party leader and his wisdom
- Closure of online forums that debate political issues
- Encouragement of “citizen guards” to check on political and ideological deviants
- Curtailment of individual lifestyle choices (e.g. shopping, online gaming, traveling)
- Hard restrictions on traveling and studying abroad
- Drastically enhanced activity of party organs in private and foreign businesses
- Forced mergers of private IT companies with state-controlled telecom enterprises

A major socio-economic crisis with an ensuing political crisis could lead the CCP to adopt more rigid and openly coercive measures, resulting in drastically increased mass surveillance and political repression. In a stable economic and political environment, Beijing is likely to continue its current course of subtle ideological reinforcement. If the Xi Jinping administration secures stable socio-economic development, e.g. making advances in mitigating environmental pollution and providing food security, a majority of the ideological clusters analyzed in this study would probably not oppose CCP ideological dominance and further tightening.

The Social Credit System that is currently being built up would likely be a major factor in securing that dominance. This novel, big data-enabled approach to regulating markets and society will rate market participants and citizens according to their economic trustworthiness and political loyalty, and will reward good behavior with access to credit and other benefits. The system will...
monitor whether citizens follow traffic rules and make their mortgage payments on time, but it will also assess online social behavior, friendship circles and political statements. When this system is operational, it will nudge everyday behavior towards support of the party-state. Many citizens would then probably think twice before voicing dissent in online debates or becoming online friends with someone who has been sanctioned for his or her "negative" opinions. Peer pressure will add to the likelihood of adopting "positive" behavior.

Even if the CCP continues on its current path of curtailing the parameters for dissenting political opinions, China’s ruling party could increasingly be confronted with the aforementioned "dictator's dilemma": by way of silencing or jailing its critics, the party-state might alienate parts of society, lose track of potential opponents and their viewpoints and perhaps even radicalize certain groups.

Moreover, the public backlash against certain elements of party-state ideology, for example against official demands that "Western learning" be banned from schools and universities, signals that there might be a limit to the degree of ideological control Chinese citizens are willing to accept. Official restrictions on education choices, but also on entertainment, traveling or shopping, are likely to trigger societal resistance.

For liberal democracies in the West, an increasingly control- and security-fixated Chinese government will become a much tougher actor to deal with than in the past, most prominently in areas like cyber security, civil society, and rule of law. As described in chapter 2, the vigorous rejection of so-called "Western values" (like human rights) is part of official ideology. Therefore, if the CCP’s ideological prescriptions come to be accepted and internalized by large parts of Chinese society, it will probably strengthen the emergence of anti-Western nationalism in China.

WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF ANTI-WESTERN NATIONALISM IN THE PRC?

As seen in this study, the content of patriotism ("love of country" vs. "love of the party") as well as of anti-Western arguments (e.g. rejection of "Western democracy" and "Western capitalism") is highly contested within public debates in Chinese society. The nationalistic ideological clusters in our study take pride in the PRC’s rising economic and political weight and advocate a more assertive stance for China. But this does not necessarily imply an increased negative view or even hostility against the people, the culture or the policies of liberal democracies, especially the United States, but also Western Europe.

Aware of the "double-edged sword" of nationalism, China’s leaders so far have typically refrained from stirring up xenophobia, albeit that they sometimes allow anti-Western protests to a certain level. It might be tempting for Beijing to appeal to nationalist pride to divert attention from an internal crisis (like a major industrial accident, health scandal or a stock market crash). But Beijing would have to weigh its ability to control such protests against the potential damage to political and business relations with the United States and Europe. In our foreign policy case study (debate over the boycotts of KFC restaurants to protest the allegedly US-influenced South China Sea court ruling in July 2016), Chinese authorities eventually denounced the boycotts as acts of "irrational patriotism."

Rather than being anti-Western, violent xenophobic actions in China have recently been primarily directed against Japanese or South Korean government policies. Still, the United States and the "West" in general have repeatedly been the targets of brief but fierce nationalist rage online. Those actions were typically not triggered by the actions of the respective governments, but by individual misconduct. Examples include a German car manager who got into a fight with a local Chinese driver in November 2016, a Westerner posting a video bragging about a female conquest in March 2017 or the mistreatment of an allegedly Chinese passenger on a United Airlines flight. But most of these online outbursts, triggered by the ideological cluster of the "Flag Wavers," turned out to be short-lived.

Such public outbursts, however, could become more sustained and harder to contain as the party-state steps up its anti-Western rhetoric and propaganda. The Xi Jinping administration has revived warnings of "infiltration" and "hostile foreign forces." Beijing has so far refrained from openly portraying representatives of liberal democracies as "enemies of the state," but the...
Chinese leadership has identified foreign NGOs as well as foreign nationals in China as potential threats to national security. A new NGO law has placed all foreign organizations under the surveillance of the Ministry of Public Security. Public alerts to guard against and report “foreign spies,” (such as a cartoon series warning Chinese women against being seduced by male “western” spies) and instructions to Chinese universities to increase the surveillance of foreign students, can easily foster an atmosphere of distrust and hostility between “Westerners” and Chinese.

Such a diffuse atmosphere of anti-Western suspicion may not trigger open anti-Western hostility, but rather a gradual and more subtle distrust. Amidst this diffuse distrust, the display of a rather reflected Chinese patriotic pride is another more likely, less aggressive version of a “disenchanting the West” form of nationalism. Disillusionment with “Western values” and models of governance is already quite pronounced among the ideological clusters of the “China Advocates,” the “Traditionalists,” the “Mao Lovers,” and the “Industrialists.” Their representatives often had considerable exposure to a Western education and lifestyle. Their public revelations of the weaknesses of “Western systems” like populist challenges to the democratic system, ailing social security systems and inefficient bureaucracies, provide justification for promoting an alternative “China Path.” Only if major scandals or catastrophes (information that cannot be suppressed or manipulated by the CCP) reveal structural flaws in the Chinese system, or if Beijing overreaches in its ideologization of personal lifestyle choices, would these nationalists lose their momentum.

For China’s domestic evolution, it will be crucial which model – the “China Path” or the “Western model” – can attract and inspire the younger generation in the medium to long term. The looming ideological competition, however, will not just shape China’s trajectory and determine the level of popular support for Communist Party rule. It will also become a defining factor in global politics: many countries and regions will now have a choice between Chinese and Western developmental models and methods.

For Western liberal democracies, a gradual build-up of Chinese nationalism may turn out to be very challenging on a global scale. Amidst widely shared impressions of a decline of the United States a well-communicated international campaign for the “China path” has the potential to resonate countries like Hungary, to Ethiopia and Cambodia. The political and economic elites of these countries are actively looking for alternatives to traditional Western models. Only if leading liberal democracies manage to revitalize their political institutions as well as their economic and technological capabilities, will they be able to credibly stand up for their values when faced with the powerful counter-narrative that China’s leadership has in the making.

**Conclusion**

---

**Box 5.2**: Indicators of the emergence of broad-based anti-Western nationalism

- Enforced ban of Western textbooks and literature in the education system
- Designation of “Western” actors as “enemies of the state” and as “endangering” China’s national security and global status
- Increasing arrests of foreigners for “spying” or for political offenses
- Increasing official incentives for denouncing “Westerners” and “Western systems”
- Escalation of military tensions with the US resulting in nationalist mobilization within China

---

For China’s domestic evolution, it will be crucial which model – the “China Path” or the “Western model” – can attract and inspire the younger generation in the medium to long term. The looming ideological competition, however, will not just shape China’s trajectory and determine the level of popular support for Communist Party rule. It will also become a defining factor in global politics: many countries and regions will now have a choice between Chinese and Western developmental models and methods.

For Western liberal democracies, a gradual build-up of Chinese nationalism may turn out to be very challenging on a global scale. Amidst widely shared impressions of a decline of the United States a well-communicated international campaign for the “China path” has the potential to resonate countries like Hungary, to Ethiopia and Cambodia. The political and economic elites of these countries are actively looking for alternatives to traditional Western models. Only if leading liberal democracies manage to revitalize their political institutions as well as their economic and technological capabilities, will they be able to credibly stand up for their values when faced with the powerful counter-narrative that China’s leadership has in the making.
CCP ideology, "Western values" and China's political future
1] We put terms related to the “West” or “Western values” in quotation marks to indicate the propaganda use of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).


5] Here again following Freed, and as for him “[..] ideologies compete over the control of political language as well as competing over plans for public policy; indeed, their competition over plans for public policy is primarily conducted through their competition over the control of political language.” Freed, Michael (2003). Ideology. A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 55.

6] Detailed information concerning the methodology of this study is available at www.merics.org.


14] Ibid.


18) The first three were already canonized in Hu Jintao’s work report at the 18th Party Congress. The fourth, “confidence in Chinese culture,” was added by Xi Jinping in 2014.


20) The term “ideological repertoire” refers to the different components or building blocks from which official ideology is generated. Not everything that’s in the repertoire is used in official narratives, but it is a repertoire, or pool of ideas, that the leadership can draw on. Cf. Chen, Chang (2016). The Return of Ideology: The Search for Regime Identities in Postcommunist Russia and China. Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press. 109.


29) For a concise introduction to “Socialism with Chinese characteristics” and the CCP’s approach to Marxist dialectics see “China’s Political System” 2017: 49-56.
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Endnotes

112 | Based on qualitative coding.

113 | Most frequent answers in the survey.


115 | To this end, we limit the understanding of “party-state ideology” to arguments voiced by people and institutions directly affiliated with the party-state and its propaganda apparatus (i.e., political leaders, CCP bodies, party-state media or journalists working for these media). There is, however, no clear-cut distinction between party-state on the one hand and society on the other, as many party members may and do influence online debates in their private capacity. At the same time, different ideological clusters identified in society also extend into party-state ranks, where different groups struggle for their own interests and ideas, including by mobilizing outside constituencies. Cf. Göbel, Christian (2016). “Co-Producing Authoritarian Resilience: E-participation and Regime Performance in China.” RESPONSIVENESS Working Paper 05/2016, University of Vienna.


118 | This is what Eva Pils, for instance, describes with regard to human rights lawyers: In search of safer communications channels such as the encrypted messaging apps Telegram and Signal, they are creating their own, private “echo chambers” where discussions are detached from any of the public debates that can be observed in forums (cf. Pils, Eva (2016). “The '709 Incident: Some Testimony from the Human Rights Lawyer Community.” China Change, July 8. https://chinachange.org/2016/07/08/the-709-incident-some-testimony-from-the-human-rights-lawyer-community/. Accessed: February 2, 2017.


120 | According to the “echo chamber hypothesis,” social media platforms reinforce existing ideological cleavages in society. This study suggests that the “echo chamber” effect depends very much on the respective social platform. Cf. DiFonzo, Nicholas (2009). The Watercooler Effect: An Indispensable Guide to Understanding and Harnessing the Power of Rumors. New York: Penguin. How far this hypothesis is applicable to China’s highly state-controlled online environment has been widely discussed in recent years, with scholars split between those emphasizing the increasing “group polarization” due to segregated online spaces and those praising internet forums as the only spaces where people of different ideological leaning can exchange views. Cf. Xin, Venjun and Han Lai Han (2015). “群体极化视域下网络舆情的演化机制研究——以微博网民讨论‘浙江温岭杀医案’为例。” (A Study on the Evolution Mechanism of Network Public Opinion: A Case Study of the ‘Wenling Killing Case’ on Weibo, China), Journal of Intelligence, 34 (2): 47-56; Wei, He (2016): Networked Public: Social Media and Social Change in Contemporary China. Berlin: Springer.

121 | The four case studies cannot provide a representative picture of online media debates. The approach used here could, however, be replicated and further expanded to a broader set of policy debates to assess the relative weight of ideological clusters more comprehensively.


123 | Numbers indicate position in our dataset. We use these instead of real names for the sake of anonymizing the quotes.


127 | See post No. 121 dated January 30, 2015 on Tianya in our sample.


131 | Based on the content of the post and due to the anonymity of most bloggers, it is impossible to differentiate between "50-cent bloggers" (五毛党) paid by the state and those committed citizens spreading the party's voice on their own (自干五). As the effect on online debates remains the same, all articles by non-party-state affiliated authors reiterating party-state ideology were coded as "Party Warriors."

132 | Relevant posts were selected from the Weboscope repository of censored Weibo posts, using identical keywords and timeframe as those of the original Weibo crawling. Given that Weboscope does not cover the full range of Sina Weibo content, the number of relevant censored posts was likely higher. Just like the original dataset, Weboscope data also includes the number of comments and likes a post had received at the moment of deletion, thus making it possible to identify the most influential censored posts in quantitative terms.


134 | Based on our knowledge about ideological clusters identified above, we tried to match Top 20 posts with ideological clusters based on their content and context (mainly through background research on the author and his other posts) wherever possible. About one third of the posts could not be clearly affiliated.

135 | In addition, the fact that the ascriptive term 美分 ("US Fans") is primarily a derogatory label means that Party Warriors would likely use that label for many people coded as Humanists in this study.

136 | Furthermore, the correlation between the two variables “attitude towards nation” and “attitude towards party-state” is positive but low ($r = 0.22$), which indicates that positive attitudes towards the Chinese nation do not imply support for the CCP’s interpretation of patriotism. To test the relation and potential link between the concepts of “loving the country” (爱国) and “loving the party” (爱党), which should be synonymous according to CCP ideology, each Top 20 post was coded with regard to the author’s attitude towards, on the one hand, the Chinese nation/China as a country and on the other hand, the Communist Party and/or the party’s stated line on the issue at hand.


138 | | $r = 0.76$.
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